A GEOMETRIC HOIJSE AND A PROTO -ATTIC VOTIVE
DEPOSIT
INTRODUCTION'
On the north slope of the Areiopagros, the junctioln of two modern streets, Io6EQoforms a rough triangle with its sharpest corner to the west.
4Tozrelov and
ri0oJ&O6cbQov,
Here, where the ways from the Agora parted, to the Pnyx on the right and to the
Acropolis on the left, scholars had conjecturally placed the Tholos, the Metroon, aild
the Bouleuterion.' The excavation of a good portion of this area in the spring of 1932
showed that the street lines ran much as lhad been supposed, but it revealed no public
buildings. Instead, an unexpected bit of the Athens of a remote period was found
miraculously preserved in an area approximately 10 m. square. For, in a complex of
Greek and Romian houses, streets, and drains, two remarkable discoveries came to light:
a Geometric house and a votive deposit of thle first hialf of the sevTenth centurv B.C.
Owing to the unusual character of these discoveries anid to the presence- of varluable
chronological evidence, they lhave been considered worthy of full discussion in this
preliminary report.
ARCHITECTURE
The area under consideration (Fig. 1) escaped for some reason the complete destruction
which most of the region underwent in Roman times. It lies at the base of a ridge of
soft rock which at various periods was faced by retaining walls. B3elow the retaining
walls the ground slopes away gradually to the north. The early deposit was tlherefore
most deeply preserved at the south (ca. 1.00 mi.> The bounds are definite. On the south
runs a very late wall of lheavy conglomerate blocks (see Plan, Fig. 2, Late Wall). At
me the services of Joseph Sielley
1 'T'o tle Director of the Anerican Scllool I am inidebted for len(lillg
for the preparation of the architectural drawinigs. The profiles and drawings of the pottery are by Piet
de Jong of the Agora staff and the photograiphs by H. Wagner of the Germnan Institute. Alany visiting
scholars aind frienids have contributed lhelp that cannot all be ackniowledgedI in full, but I)r. KCibler,
Dr. Kraiker, Dr. Weltcr, Mr. Hurnfry Payne, aind Ml. Kouironniotes slhouLld be particuilarly thlanked for
slhowing me uinptublislhed material from tlle Keramiieikos. Aegina, Eleusis, anid Perachora. Franklin Daniel
I am especiallly
of tlle University of California gave me valuaible criticismn on the Geometric seetion.
grateful to Dr. Homer A.. Thomiipson for- nuchb assistance daLring excavation and afterwards.
2 See W. Judeicli,
Topo)graphie vOn Athena2, P'lan I, p. 344, fig. 43.
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the southeast this wall had to be removed for the excavation of the early deposit beneath it.
On the east a retaining wall runs approximately north-south (D-D). It is built of large
conglomerate and limestone blocks, fairly well cut, bedded on one thin course of limestone.
The finish of the surface indicates that the wall wa$ built to face east. This wall cut
through the early deposit. Its date cannot be closely determined, but the filling and

k
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Fig. 1.

l

GeomnetricArea from the Southeast. The pits shown on the Plan, Fig. 2, have been r-efilled
and wall A rebuiilt

othier evidence point to the late Hellenistic period. On the north the area was much
disturbed in very late Roman times. On the west the native rock is cut away irreg-ularly
by modern cellars.
Within this area late intrusions have done much damage. At the southeast,
Byzantine cisterns penetrated into the early deposit. Along the western side a modern
house wall and a Byzantine cisterni destroyed all but a fragment of the apsidal wall of
Geometric times. Finally eight pits which are lettered on the plan, two of them
orig-inally classical wells (F and I), were sunk into the area. These pits yielded many
early sherds from the deposits that they had destroyed.
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Fig. 2. Plan of the Area
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The early architectural remains in this area are therefore too fragmnentary for our
complete untierstan ding. Despite these intrusions, however, it is possible to trace the
relative arclhitectural chronology. In the first place, two curved walls with approximately
parallel fraginents of walls joiniIg them are apparent on the plan (Fig. 2). These walls
might belong to two apsi(lal buildings facing each other. But division into two buildings
with a couLrtor street between them gives a plan of absurd proportions. In addition,
the fact that these walls are similar in constructionn size and level seems to indicate
The
that they belong to one building.
culrves supplement each other neatly and the
floors lie at the same level. Restoration of
these walls to form-ran elliptical house of
11.00 X 5.00 m. oriented east and west mnakes
a reasonable and intelligible plan (Fig. 3).
0o4

Trhe curved walls and the wall

on the

south are bulllt of smuallstones to a height of
0.10 to 0.25 in., varying with the level of the
virgrin soil on which they are bedded (Fig. 4).
They varv fromn0.35 im. to 0.40 m. in width
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Fig. 3. Plan of the GeomiietricHouise

with ta level top. The wall on the niorth sidle, however, differs in style. It is built of
mutch largeerstones. Its average width is 0.40 mi.; its height, consisting of onie layer of
Ple
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Fig. 4.

Section through the Geometric House at X-X

on the Plan

stones, is 0.20 in. above hard-pan. Its top lexvelis ca. 0.30 in. below that of the other
walls. But since it lies lower on the slope, this fact does not exclude it froin connection
with them.
Insidle the western apse a floor of hard-packed earth and red sanid is preserved,
resting onl hard-pan and full of carbonized n atter and a few Geometric sherds. The
level is 0.1f in. below the top of the wall. Upon this floor, 0.60 m. inside the apse,
jLst
under a modern house-wall stood a Geometric oinochoe (No. 21, Fig. 2, see below,
p. 555).

To the east of the modern house-wall

a small grave was cut into bed-rock
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(see below, p. 552). The filling over it was disturbed but its upper level must llave been
close to that of the floor.
The floor at the eastern end of the building is better preserved (Fig. 5). Owing to
the lower ground level, the hard red floor is bedded on a filling of dark earth full of
carbonized inatter andl some gravel, resting on hard-pan. The surface of the floor is
covered in places with fine white sea-sand, such as was also found in houses of the

Fig. 6.

Tle Eastern End of thle Geometric House, looking North. Pit I is shlownlhlei anld in
Fig. 6 before Excavation

Midldle Cypriote period.' Toward the centre a region ca. 1.00 m. long by 0.60 in. widle
shows a thin layer of burning. Although no construction exists about it, this probably
indicates the hearth.2 Sherds from the floor itself and from the filling beneath it at
this end are Geometric (see below, p. 555, F'ig. 12).
Over this floor, against the walls, peculiar erections of small stones were found, laid
in some places with a neat inner edge and level top. Trenches cut through these
erections revealed one or two layers of small stones, sometimes laid with sand as a
I
2

E. Gjerstadt, Studies on Prehistoric Cyprus, Uppsala, 1926, p. 29.
Cf. H. Goldinan, Excavations at Eutresis, Cambridge, 1931, p. 14.
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mortar, ca. 0.15 mn.deep, resting on the house-floor. They must be, therefore, additions
to the house rather than an integral part of it. Since no brick lay directly on them,
they could not have been walls. Nor did they serve as paving, beino, elevated above
the rest of the floor level. The northeastern stone platform, however, projects in such
a way as to suggest that it may have served as a crude division between the entrance
and the central part of the house. Rather, these stone erections seem to be benches or
platforms for beds, such as have been found in Eutresis,' in Korakou,2 and in Cyprus.3
On the floor in the eastern end rest two large irregular stones and a granite quern.
The pottery found upon the floor and stone platforms at this end is scanty. It includes
Geometric, Protocorinthian and Proto-attic sherds (see below, p. 555, Fig. 12).
The plan of the house is that of an asymmetrical ellipse. With this plan a possible
covering would be the hoop-roof of reeds bent over and thatched outside.4 The presence
of the clay layer over the walls and floor, however, suggests that the walls were of
sun-dried brick, with a steep thatched roof such as is represented on terracotta models
of the late Geometric period.5 These steep roofs do not seem to have needed any
interior support. A remarkably close parallel is the poros model from Samos which is
elliptical in plan with a door asymmetrically placed on the side and a pitch roof with
two dormer-like smoke-holes at the ends.' Buschor dates this in the late seventh or
early sixth century, but it might well represent the tradition of a house-type like ours.
But since the evidence is insufficient for certainty, the plan (Fig. 3) is restored with no
suggestion for the placing of the door and no attempt at the reconstruction of a roof.
We have clear evidence only for a house of an asymmetrical elliptical plan, with a
hearth fairly near the centre, and stone platforms at the sides. This building appears
to have fallen to pieces gradually, remaining in part at least above ground until the
early seventh century.
To the south of this house, various fragments of early walls were discovered (Fig. 6).
The rubble wall (A-A on the plan) which runs up to the apsidal wall, but at a higher
level, its bottom at ca. 0.20 m. above the top of the wall, appears also to belong to the
Geometric period. Not only does it stop in relation to the house-wall in such a way
as to suggest that it must be contemporaneous with it, but against it stood a Geometric
oinochoe in such a position that the wall must antedate the vase (see Plan, No. 37, and
Figs. 4 and 7; see below, p. 557). This wall A-A is of good heavy construction ca. 0.60 m.
wide, preserved to a height of ca. 0.50 m. above hard-pan with various additions built
2

I bid., p. 66.
C. W. Blegen, Koralkou,Boston and New York, 1921, pp. 93-94; cf. p. 81, fig. 112.
Gjerstadt, op. cit., pp. 22-25.

Cf. L. B. Holland, A. J. A., XXIV, 1920, pp. 324 if., fig. 2, T. I am indebted to Dr. Holland for
wvritingme in detail hiis interpretation of the Agora house. The evidence of the models, lhowever, makes
me consider the hoop-roof unlikely in our case.
a G. Oikonomos, Arch Eph., 1931, pp. 1ff.
The apsidal plan of an example recenitly found at Perachora
is especially significant for our house.
E. Buselhor, Ath. Mitt., LV, 1930, pp. 16 f, Beilage IV, fig. 6.
37
4
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Fig. 6. The Eastern End of the GeomnetricHouse and the Walls to the Sotuth,looking SoLitl

Fig. 7. The Geometric Oiiiochoe, No. 37, in situ against the Wall A-A
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later on top of it and against it. At its south end a later terrace-wall of rough limestone
overlocks it (B-B on plan). The filling, packed hard against the wall A-A, was whitishyellow fallen brick and earth containing Protocorinthian, Proto-attic, and Geometric
sherds. Similar filling with much Proto-attic was packed against the north face of
the terrace-wall, B-B. This wall was displaced and broken off by a heavy Greek
terrace-wall to the east (Plan, Fig. 2). Against it another fragment of rubble wall,
C-C, 0.60 m. wide also abutted. The wall C-C is bedded on an earth filling 0.40 mn.
over hard-pan and is therefore probably of a later date than the wall A-A. Traces of
the greenish bricks set in yellow clay were visible above this wall (see Fig. 8). Fragments
of Corinthian skyphoi with white bands were found against it. A section taken between
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Fig. 8. Section through Walls C-C and A-A looking South alolg thie Line Z-Z

the walls A-A and C-C shows three levels (Fig. 8). The first is the level of the bottom
of the wall A-A; the second that of the bottom of the wall C-C; the third, higher up
along the wall C-C, is probably that of the additional wall E-E. These levels are
those represented by layers of greenish-yellow gravel deposited by water. They are
probably habitation-levels in a court or street. To the west of wall A-A stood the vase
(No. 37); this indicates that the floor, now destroyed, lay on that side. The filling
between these walls A-A and C-C contained some Protocorinthian, much Proto-attic
and a little Geometric, as well as abundant household ware. Outside the house along
its southern side were traces of a floor with two granite querns and Geometric sherds
upon it. Evidentlv several houses were packed close together at the base of the
terrace-wall.
The most interesting portion of this area is the eastern end where a strip of about
3.00 m. in width is preserved along the terrace-wall D-D. Over the end of the house
in an area bounded by its walls, which lay, however, at a deeper level, a mass of gravel
and small stones was dumped for a filling directlv on the laver of clay f-allen from the
37*
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house walls (Fig. 9). In this filling was contained the votive deposit (see below, p. 636f.).
It was covered by a thin layer of ashes. Through it a narrow trench was cut to lay
the wall D-D. Since no stray objects were found outside this area, the deposit probablv
never extended much farther. To the souith, in the area bounded by the walls A-A,
B-B, and C-C, which may conveniently be called the Area A-C, the filling contained only
household pottery in large quantities and muiscellaneous Proto-attic sherds. Since the
pottery is clearlv contemporary and since, in a few cases, pieces fron one vase were
found in the two areas, we must assumie that the upper fillings at least were thrown
in at the samte time. This deliberate packing with gravel and stones and discarded
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Fig. 9. Sectionialong the Line Y-Y looking North
pottery imiust have been intended to raise the level so that one could pass up over the
ridge of rock to the upper slope of the Areiopagos. It seems, then, that we have here
the course of a road. The surface had been cut away by late cisterns, but the long
line of the later terrace-wall, itself retaining a filling, seems to preserve the older line.
That a right of way is long-lived and a road makes hard digging imight explain the
extraordinary survival of this bit of primitive Athens.
The scarcity of buildings of the Geometric period in general mnakes these few walls
especially interesting. In Weickert's list of Geoinetric buildings, those of curved plan
seem to have been temples while the houses are rectangular.' These buildings have
been found at Thermon, Eretria, Thebes, Mt. Ptoon, Sparta, Bukovia (Rhodes), Asine,
.Miletos, Praisos, Troy, Eleusis,2 and Perachora. None of them is identical with ours in plan.
1 C. Weickert, Typen de} archaischen Arc7hitekhtrin Griechenland und Kleitnasien, Augsburg, 1929,
pp. 7ff., but the lhouse walls near Miletos are in part curved, Illilet, 1, 8, pl. III.
2 A. Skias, Arch. Eph., 1898, pl. 29-80, pp. 32ff.; F. Poulsen, Die
Dipylongrdber und die Dipylonvasen,
'
c pp. 23-24.
Leipzig, 190O, p. 14; K. Kourouniotes, Arch. Delt., 1930-1931, 7racosd
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The only example which is at all similar is that of a small elliptical house recently
dliscovered at Thermon, which was apparently covered with a hoop-roof. The report
makes no mention of the pottery found with it. In connection with the form of our
house it is perhaps worthy of mention that a sizable deposit of Middle Helladic pottery
was found near-by in this area, whereas only two or three Late Helladic sherds came
to light. But since the Middle Helladic apsidal plan has one straight end, we cannot
insist upon any direct influence upon the Geometric house.
In view of the rare survival of buildings of the Geometric period, it is indeed strange
that an Athenian example should have been preserved. A passage in Vitruvius is suggestive
in this connection: "Athenis," he writes, "Areopagi antiquitatis exemplar ad hoc tempus
luto tecturM."2 If a building with a clay roof of primitive type survived into Roman times
on the Areiopagos, presumably that district was not very closely inhabited in the classical
period. Possibly this relic of prehistoric Athens, doubtless restored by antiquarians, had
been a Geometric house like ours near ours, which itself lay just under the surface on
the outskirts of the city that had moved northward.
POTTERY AND OTHER MATERIAL
For the purposes of condensation, all the pottery and objects to be discussed are given
serial numbers in order of mention, with a brief description of the more important pieces.
The numbers in parentheses are those of the Agora Catalogue. Since each object is
illustrated, obvious details are not described, such as shapes, breakages, or missing parts.
The technical details, such as the color of the clay and paint are mentioned only when
they differ from the norm as it is described at the heading of each class. The following
abbreviationsare used: H.- height; T.- thickness; D.=depth; L.zlength; d.- diameter.
It must be noted that this catalogue includes only the most interesting material. Much
similar matter of non-significant character has been omitted.
GEOMETRIC

The Geometric pottery was found in such circumstances as to indicate a certain
relative chronology. According to the architectural evidence, the pottery from the grave
appears to be the earliest; that from the house a little later; and the latest is the
miscellaneous filling.
In this discussion of the Geometric pottery, the purpose is to present the excavated
material with emphasis upon its own relative chronology. When this material has been
examiined in its own temporal sequence, we may consider what light it may throw upon
the problem of absolute dating (see below, p. 566). No more categorical terms than the
stylistic descriptions "simple," "developed," and "ripe" can be used with certainty.
1
2

A. K. Rhomaios, Pr1aktika,1931, p. 64.
IT, 1, 5. Judeich, Topographie2,p. 300.
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Grave

The sNnallcist grave of a child is cut in hard-pan to a depth of ca. 0.20 m. below
the level of the Geometric house-floor. It is an irregular rectangle, orientediapproximately
southeast to northwest, measuring 1.00 in.X 0.40 m. (Fig. 10). The filling over the grave was
disturbed. It contained a little burned matter to the east of the head just outside the grave.
The skeleton was lying on its back with the head at the east on a lower level than
the feet. The badly preservted bones are those of a child of about 4 to 6 years old.'
By the head lay two small sea-shells, such as have been found in Rhodian graves.2
At the left side of the child lay the bones of a small animal, probably a pig.
The position of the m'iniaturevases in the grave may be seen on the plan (Fig. 10).
The clay is reddish buff, the glaze a lustrous black.

Fig. 10. Child'sGrave of the GeometricPeriod

1. (P730) Fig. 11
Oinochoe with a trefoil mnouth,decorated in a reserved zone on the shoulder with diminishing
triangles and a star; bars on the handle. H. 0.092 m.; d. 0.045 m.; base d. 0.03 m. The slender
shape is unusual and apparently early.

2. (P 73 1) Fig. I 1
Kylix with a low conical foot and offset rim decorated with reserved lines; bars on the handles.
H1.0.055i m.; d. of rim 0.073 m.; d. of base 0.037 m.

The fabric, foot, and decoration

are related to

those of the Protogeometric style (cf. C.V.A., Cambridge, Fitzwilliam Museum, 1, pl. I, No. 10, p. 1.).

3. (P 732) Fig. 11
Squat oinochoe with a trefoil mouithand a reserved panel on the neck decorated with a maeander;
bars oni the handle. H. 0.107 m.; d. 0.073 m. Pale cream-colored clay, which is found in other Attic
Geometric vases. A simple example of the type of oinochoe commnonin the Isis grave at Eleusis
(C.V.A., Athens, 1, III Hd, pl. 3, Nos. 8ff.).
Professor Koumaris of the University of Athens kindly examninedthe bones for me.
Cf. K. F. Kinch, Vroulia, Berlin, 1914, p. 160. They have been frequently fouind in graves at Corinth,
see A. J. A., XXXIV, 1930, p. 426.
I
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4. (P 733) Fig. 11
Oinochoe with trefoil mouth, decorated with three reserved lines, and bars on the handle.
H. 0.089m.; d. 0.069m. Similarpieces seem to be later than this example (Ath. Mitt.,XVIII, 1893,
pl. VIII, 2, No. 10; C.V.A., Pays-Bas, 1, II F, pl. 1, No. 3).

5. (P734) Fig. 11
Conical base with a moulding at the top, decoratedwith three reserved lines at the bottom.
H. 0.058m.; d. 0.12m. Probably from a deep Protogeometricbowl. No other fragments of this
vase were found in or near thc grave. Presumablythis base was re-usedas a cup or lid. Examples
of such re-used fragments are not infrequentin Geometric graves (Arch.Eph, 1898, p. 107; ibid.,
1911,p. 248).

Fig. 11. Vases from the Child's Grave

6. (T 260) Fig. 11
Fragmentar-y handle in the shape of a leg, with a reserved square at the ankle in front.
H. 0.073 in.; L. of foot 0.047 m. The leg is broken at the top just as it bends back. It seems to
be the handle of a kylix, like the more elaborate example in the Berlin Museum (Ath. Mitt., XLIII,
1918, p1. 1, No. 2). It has been suggested that the pair of clay boots that was placed in a grave in
Eleusis had the magical purpose of providing the dead with adequate foot-gear for his journey.'
1

Skias, Atch. Eph., 1898, p. 104, and note 1; pl. 4, No. 4. Pouilsen, op. cit., pp. 30ff.
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This idea certainly existed in ancient Egypt and apparently it was the custom not long ago in
modern Greece to dress the dead in a pair of new shoes. The fact that the broken handle alone
was put in the grave miay mean that some such idea was in the mind of the donor.

7. (P 73a) Fig. 24
Fragmentary hand-made bowl decorated with incised herring-bone pattern round the rim and
zigzags and circles below; two holes at the rim. Estimated d. 0.11 m. Soft gray clay red at the
core, slightly polished. Hand-made by pressing into a rough mould.' For the discussion of this
ware see below, p. 564.

This type of cist grave for a child, with burning around but not in the grave, occurs
at Eleusis.2 The depth of these graves is usually 1.00 m. It seems unlikely, therefore,
that this grave was sunk in the floor of the house at a depth of only 0.20 m. when
common usage and sense would dictate a o,reater depth. It is also worthy of remark
that the graves apparently in the floors of Middle ielladic houses at Eutresis were
found on careful study to have been sunk from higher levels.3 No other undisturbed
grave was found in this immediate area, though there is evidence of two disturbed
graves within the house limits (see below, p. 561). But on this slope of the Areiopagos
near-by several other graves came to light.4 These are consistently either Protogeometric
amtphora burials or Geometric cist graves, usually showing traces of burning. In addition,
small areas were found amonouthe graves where burned offeringrshad been made and
the vases discarded. Very possibly they indicate a cult of the dead (see below, p. 636).
All of this funerary pottery is in the simple style. Such "Acropolis ware " is usually
considered the earliest Geometric5 and nothing in our excavatlon contradicts this theory.
Since the pottery that was found under the floor of the house appears to be slig,htly
later than that from the graves, and since it is unlikely that the cemetery is later than
the house, we may suppose that the town spread gradually down the slopes of the
Acropolis and Areiopagos. Houses were also built over the cemetery at Eleusis.6
The Pottery from the Ho-use
The pottery fron the filling over and on the floor of the house at both ends was
mixed. The latest material is Attic and Corinthian of the early sixth century. But the
sherds from within the floor and under it in undisturbed places can safely be taken as
evidence for the date of latest habitation. Since this pottery forms a definite group
and is unique in being the only Geometric pottery hitherto found in a dwelling, it is
described in full. Unless otherwise stated, the clay is buff and the paint black to
brown or reddish.
am indebted to Professor Persson for the description of this technique.
Skias, op. cit., p. 94; Poulsen, op. cit., pp. 21ff.
3Goldman, op. cit., p. 224 (The only two examples of burials within the house are not parallel to ours).
4 See pp. 468-470.
3 See E. Pfuhl, 1alerei usd Zeichnung der Griechen, 1, p. 67.
, Potilsen, op. cit., p. 14.
II
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A. Selected sherds from within or under the house-floor
8-20.

(P 1605-1617)

Figs. 12-13

Fragmentsof vases of various shapes; Nos. 8-10 Protogeoinetiic;Nos. 11-19 Simple Geometric
No. 20 HouseholdWare.

_-9a,

9

:

n

23

27

Fig. 12. Sherdsfrom within or under the Floor of the GeometricHouse (Nos.8-20), and from on
Top of the Floor at the WesternEnd (Nos.22-27)

B. Selected pottery from on top of the floor at the western end of the house
21. (P 461) Fig. 14
Fragmentaryoinochoe, glazed, except for two triple reserved lines round the body. From the
floor 0.60m. east of the western apsidalwall (see Fig. 2). Upperpart brokenoff by the modernhouse
wall which ran over it. H. 0.15m.; d. 0.15in.; base d. 0.079m.

Presumably it had a high neck decorated with a maeander or zigzags in a front
panel, and a trefoil mouth and a broad striped handle. Two similar examples came
from another grave in the Agora (P 552-553, see p. 470). Similar pieces have also been
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found elsewhere in Athens,' in Eleusis, and in Corinth. The simplicity of the shape andl
style has been usually considered an earmark of an early date in the Geomnetric period.
22-27.

(P 1618-1623)

Figs. 12-13

Fragmenitsof vases of various shapes; No. 22 Protogeometric;Nos.23-26 Simple Geometric;
Nos. 26-27 Household Ware.

Fig. 13. Profiles of Geometric Sherds from-within the House
Floor (Nos. 18-26), and above it (Nos. 28-29)

C. Selected pottery from on top of the floor and plaltforms at the eastern end of the house

28. (P 586) Pigs. 13 and 15
Fragmentarykylix decoratedwith star, in a zone between horizontal handles; row of dots
inside the 'lp.

Glazed inside with a reserved dot in the centre. H. 0.051

i.;

base d. 0.054 i.;

greatest d. 0.093m. Reddish huff clay, reddish brown paint. Simple Geometricstyle of the type
found in the Isis grave in Eleusis (C.V.A., Athens, 1, III H d, pl. 6, No. 6).
I

C.V.A., Athens, 1, IIEH d, pl.2, No.2.
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29. (P535) Figs. 13 and 15
_

Fragmentary small jug with one handle, decorated with lines and dots. H. 0.054 m.; d. 0.057m.
Simple Geometric style of a common type.
30-36.

(P1624-1625;

P 631; P 1626-1629)

Figs. 16, 17, 24
Fragments of vases of various shapes: No. 30
Developed style; No. 31 Simple style; No. 32 late
Geometric or Proto-attic; Nos. 33-34 Developed
style; Nos. 35-36 Incised Polished ware.

The Pottery from Outside the House
The rest of the Geometric pottery was
found outside the house, chiefly in the area
A-C. (See above, p. 550.)

21

37. (P 532) Figs. 7 and 18
Fragmentary oinochoe, with a deeply rounded
body and a slender neck. Traces of the handle
behind. The bosses in front are characteristic
of this type of vase.'

Fig. 14.

29

=i,

Geometric Oinochoe (No. 21) fom the
Floor of the House. Scale 1: 2'/2

28

101

Fig. 15. Geometric (Nos. 28-29, 63) and Protocorinthian (Nos. 100-101) Sherds
from the Filling over the House
I

Pfuhl, op. cit., 1, p. 70; cf. Gotschmich, Studien zur altesten griechischen Kunst, Prag, 1930, p. 28.

-f

Fig. 16. Geometric and Proto-attic Sherds from the Filling over the Houlse (Nos. 30-34)
and Outside it (Nos. 38-47)
9fl

dibir.

c L.

6

Fig. 17.

7-14~~~

Profiles of Geometric and Proto-attic Sherds from the
Filling Over and Ouitside the House
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Collar: in relief and ornamented with dots.
ShouLlder:Back: glazed solid. Front: three metopes; in tlle two outer, hatched swastikas, in the
centre, four-petal ornament hatched. Oval filling ornaments surrounidedby dots.
Body: three zones; in the upper, set off by lines and dots, interlocking lhatched and double
triangles; in the centre, a large hatched zigzag with filling ornament of dotted circles; in the lower,
a row of double triangles pointed upward.
Lower part: three solid bands alternating with bands of reserved lines.

.5'0~~~~~~~~~5
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Fig. 19. Geometric Sherds from Outside the House
Found standing against the west side of wall A-A, its base on a level with the bottom of the
wall. Much broken at the upper part and side by the excavators of Pit F in wlhich fragments were
found (see Figs. 2, 4, and 7). H. 0.243 m.; greatest d. 0.244 m.; base d. 0.141 m. Pinkish buff clay,
black glaze.

This appears to be an early example of the slender-necked type of oinochoe. A
squatter one comes from a grave in Eleusis' together with other vases of a fairly
developed style. The closest parallel is one from Athens in the National Museum. Its
size and shape are almost identical; its style and decoration are even simpler, containing
I

Skias, At-ch.Eph., 1898, pl. 3, 10, p. 113.
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the repertory of the simple stvle, such as hatched triangles, interlocking tooth pattern,
arid small zigzags. The large hatched zigzag on the Agora piece is rather a rare motive
in Attica, although common in the Argolid.1 The metope designs are found in conjunction
on many Attic vases of the developed style, as are also the other decorative elements.
This oinochoe, then appears to fall in the mid-Geometric perio(d certainly before the
most a(lvanced and( elaborate Dipylon vases.
38-40.

(P 1630-1632) Figs. 16-17
Fragmentsof vases of variotusshapes; No. 38 Protogeometrie;No. 39 Simple style; No. 40 late

Geometric or Proto-attie.

Fragments of pyxides and their lids, of
simple style, such as have been found before
on the Acropolis,2 were in part burned, a
sign that they come froin graves.
Many

were found in the region of the preserved
grave, bv Pits A B, and F in deep holes
filled with classical sherds.
Presumably,
then, there were other graves here, rifled in
inuch later times.
They probably formed
a part of the cemetery which apparently lay
in that region before the house was built.lt.
Since also one similar fragment (No. 16)
comes from the floor of the house it seems
evident that the graves were earlier than
For the types of vases,
the house.
cf. J.JI.S., LI, 1931, pl. VI; Cl.V.A., Athens,
1, III H d, pl. 1, No. 8; Ath. Mitt., XLIII, 1918,
pl. I, No. 6.
41-52.

(P 1633-1644)

Figs. t6-17,

20
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Fig. 20. P'rofilesof GeomnetricSherds from Ouitside
the House

19-20

Fragmentsfrom pyxides anidlids of Simple and Developed style.
53-54.

(P 1645-1646)

Figs. 19-20

fromopenworkkalatloi of Simplestyle. Cf. C.V.A.,Athens,1, III Hld,pl. 6, Nos.10-11.
Fragmenits
55-62.

(P 1647-1654)

Figs. 19-20

of variousshapes; Simnple
F1ragments
anldDeveloped styles.
I

Cf., however, Eleusis Museum No. 639, with rosette filling ornaments.

2 C.V.A., Athens, 1, HI iHd) pl. 1, No.8.
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63. (P913) Fig.15
FragmnentaryCtiI),glazed inside and out, with bars oni the handles and a reserved line round the
rim. From a disturbed filling. H. 0.066 m.; d. at motuth0.092 m. A rather high example of a type
common throughout the Geometric period. One was fotund in a grave in the Agora with vases of
the Simple style. (Cf. Arch. Eph., 1898, p. 58, fig. 4; Arch. Delt., 1916, p. 43, fig. 45, Nos. 10, 11;
Ath. Mitt., XXVIII, 1903, pp. 115 ff., figs. 24-25; Beilage XII, Nos. 1, 3.)

6
at

ffi;

74

_
X

~~~72
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Fig. 21. Geometric Sherds from Ouitside the House

64. (P 1655) Figs. 19 and 22
Fragmentary cup, glazed inside and out, with offset rim decorated with lines inside; stripes on
the rim and three white lines rouind the body. From above the floor of the lhouse, east end. Red
glaze. Fragment with handle. H. 0.044 m.; W. 0.059 m. A more advanced example like No. 63.
The red glaze and white paint are botlh late.

65. (P 1656) Figs. 19 and 22
Similar cup, fragmentary, decorated with liies inside the rim and a reserved band round the
body. From the region near the grave. H. 0.06 m.; W. 0.073 m. Fragments from many more
similar cups were found.

66-72.

(P 1657-1663)

Figs. 21-22

Fragments from large vases of Developed and Ripe "I)ipylon" style.
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73-79.

(P1664; P838; P 1665-1668; P839) Figs. 21-23
Fragm-lents
of variousshapes; Ripe and Degeneratestyle.

80. (P 455) Figs. 22-23
from a Corinthianlate Geometric pyxis with lattice triangle, buitterflyornamentin
Fragmnent
inetopes, and lines below; glazed inside. Froin a disturbedfilling south of the late conglomerate
wall. H. 0.052m.; W. 0.0a9 mi.; T. 0.004 m. Fine
Corinthianclay with black glaze outsideand red Ilustrous
1 70-74 Imsdi&m.
glaze inside. An interestinginstance of the importation
of Geometricware from one place to another. For the
close relationsbetweenAthensand Corinthin the seveenth
century, see below, p. 634.
Inscribe(d Sherds
The two) very

fra'gmnentary graffiti on Geomuetric

1- L6
ef0
(

sherds are especially interesting in connection with
those on the Attic vases fromnHymettos excavated
by the American School in 1924. The context in
which our sherds were found indicates a date not
later than ca. 640 B.C. But since the inscriptions
are on Geometric sherds, they may well be far
earlier. Unfortunately, the letter forms are not
peculiar in any way nor does the famo'usoinochoe
offer the same letters for comparison.' The presence
of graffiti suLwgests that some of the Geometric
pottery is of votive character-a point which will
be considered in relation to the later votive deposit
\
(see below, p. 636).

B

/

r. &&.

C L.

CL.
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81. (P 536) Fig. 23
from a small kylix, glazed insideand out,
Fragmnent
with a graffito. From betweeniwalls A-A and D-D,
lower deposit.

Greatest dimension 0.027 m.

Fig., 22.

Profiles of Geometric Sherds
from Outsidethe House

After the

vase was mnade,two letters, B and I5 were incised, retrograde. rhe short stroke at the extreme
right side is not so deep as those of the otlherletters and is lhardto restore. It may be merely
a scratelh. The straight I is noteworty.
82. (P 1222) Fig. 23
fromna Largeclosed vase, glazed outside, witlha graffito. Same proveniienceas No. 81,
Fragmnenit
near wall A-A. Greatestdimension0.028m. The letter, incised after firing, appearsto be M.
I

Athl. Mitt., VI, 1881, pp. 106ff., pl. III.

A.J. A.

B. Schlweitzer, Ath. Jlitt., XLIII, 1918, p. 141.

R. Carpentet,

XXXVIIl, 1933, pp. 24f.
38
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In addition to sherds, the filling contained many disks which were cut from Geometric
pottery. These will be discussed later in relation to the votive deposit with which they
were found. The following disks show patterns: Nos. 257-263, all from large vases of
ripe Dipylon style. Many of those with stripes may also be Geometric. Those from
coarse wares are less certain.

7cJ,

6oo
/9

Fig. 23. Geometric Sherds from Outside the House

Incised Polished Ware
Along with the Geometric and Proto-attic pottery also appeared a certain amount of
the hand-made polished ware with incisions which we have already noted from the
grave and the house-floor (see above, pp. 554, 557). To judge from its presence in graves
in Eleusis this ware appears to be contemporary with fairly early Geometric, though it
shows clear relations with mainland prehistoric ware.' There is no evidence for the
I

Skias, op. cit., pl. 2, Nos. 14, 15; Arch. Eph., 1912, p. 35; fig. 15, No. 2. Cf. S. Wide, Ath. Mitt., XXI,
1896, p. 394, pl. XV, '2, 3.
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length of its duration. The following selected examples from disturbed areas, chiefly
near the grave, may be offered as representative in shape and design. The clay is
yellow, soft, and lightly polished; occasionally it varies to gray from different firing.
Some traces remain of a thick white filling in the incised decorations. The shapes are
shallow bowls, pointed pyxides, and tripods, always small.

-9'

Fig. 24. Hand-made incised Geometric Warle

83-93. (P 642; P 1669-1678) Figs. 24-25
Fragments of various shapces: Nos. 83-87 Bowls; Nos. 88-93

Tripods or pointed Py.xides.

Small terracotta balls, usually not bored, with painted ornamentation have been
found in Geometric graves at Eleusis.1 Skias interprets them as weights for nets, which
seem scarcely suitable for the women's grav-es in which they were found. Persson, in
discussing similar balls with inscriptions from Cyprus,2 suggests that they were used as
I

Skias, op. cit., pp. 104, 107, Isis grave.
"Some Inscribed Terracotta Balls fr'om Enkomi," Symbolae Philologicae, 0. A. Danielsson Octogenario
Dicatae, Upsaliae, 1932, pp. 269fif.
38*
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weights for measuring fine shreds of metal for currency. In technique the nearest
parallels are fromnTroy, but these are bored vertically aind seen to have been used
as whorls.' It seems unlikely that our irregular balls could have been used as any
exact weights. Afore probably they had somnesimple household use.
94. (T 185) Fig. 24
Terracotta ball decorated witlh a zone of zigzags with fotur lines, bordered by dots and four
rows of dots radiating to meet it above and below. From Pit F. d. ca.. 0.041 m. Pierced
horizonitally near the top. White filling preserved; traces of blue paint on oine side (?).

95. (T 236) Fig. 24
Half a similar ball decorated with a zone of
circles and dots, radiating lines above and below.
From the fillinig just over the hotuse. d. ca. 0.038 m.
Pierced horizontally near the top. White filling
preserved; traces of red pailt (?).
96.

(T 274)

f

Fig. 24

Spindle whorl decorated witlh vertieal panels
of alternate herring-bone pattern and circles.
suirroundedby serpenitinedotted lines inside diamnonds;_
row of dots at the bottom. From the region by
the grave.
H. 0.029 In.; d. at bottom 0.03 in.
Clay biiff btut much burned.
Wllite filling
preserved. Probably made by the potter of No. 83
(cf. Ath. Mitt., XVIII, 1893, p. 115, whorls with
impressed stars).

Fig. 25. Profiles of Hand-intadeInicised
GeomnetricWare. Scale 1: 2

Now that we have surveyed this Geometric pottery, we miust consider the problem
of its absolute dating. The stylistic sequence as shown in the sherds from the graves,
the house-floor, and the upper filling is that worked out by Poulsen. The earlier wares
resemble those from the Acropolis slope and Eleusis and the later those from the Dipylon.
Protocorinthian was found only with the more developed style.
If we employ the chronology for Geometric that is accepted by most scholars, we
must date the grave in the house earlv in the ninth century and those outside it only
a little later. To judge by the sherds from the floor, the house itself cannot have been
built before the middle of the ninth century. The date of its latest occupation is indicated
by. two vases: one (No. 21) found upon its floor, the other (No. 37) against a wall that
must have been built later than the house (see above, p. 547). The fragmentary condition
anai the simple style of the former prevent us from classifying it strictly, but the type
I If. Schmidt, Trojanische Altertiimer, Berlin, 1902, p. 205, Nos. 4156-4162.
Op.cit., pp. 79 ff.; Pftihl, f, pp.67ff.

2
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is generally considered early. The style of the latter is pre-Dipylon and would usually
be dated about the beginning of the eighth century. Now, its position against the
wall A-A (Fig. 7) and above the level of the apsidal wall makes this vase obviously
later than the building of the house. Moreover, the position and preservation of both
these vases indicate that they were left on the house-floors at the time of latest habitation.
But upon the fallen walls of these houses and in part upon the floors, with no intervening

$-
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Fig. 26. Protocorinthian Pottery from the Upper Deposit

filling whatsoever, lay late Dipylon, Protocorinthian, and Proto-attic-that is, wares
usually assigned to the late eighth century at least. This seems to give us a period of
nearly. one hundred years between the desertion of the house and its final destruction.
Possibly our previous dating of Geometric has been too generous or possibly chronology
based on stylistic arguments cannot be trusted.

The sequence of styles in our deposit,

however, follows the assumed order. We are forced to the conclusion that our absolute
chronology for these styles is erroneous. It is to be. hoped that further excavations will
offer stratifiedlevidence for the solution of this perplexing problem.
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PROTOCORINTHIAN
Throughout the upper deposit Protocorinthianware was found in some quantity. Since
in general it can be dated to the first half of the seventh century, with only a few
pieces as late as 640 B.C., it offers the most stable chronological evidence for dating that
deposit. The East Greek bowl (No. 125) also belongs to the same period.
Two classes of Protocorinthian ware are evident: a thin, fine fabric of Corinthianclay
and a thicker, cruder fabric of reddish clay such as has been found in Phaleron and in
Eleusis.1 This was presumably a local imitation. Unless otherwilse noted, the most
interesting examples of Protocorinthian which are listed are from the upper deposit, found
together with Proto-attic. A curious piece (No. 338) was found in the excavations of 1933.
Pointed Aryballoi
97. (P 578) Fig. 26
Complete. On the shoulder, two coursing hounds; dots round the lip, rim, anh bodv; below:
broad and narrow bands; ribbon handle with a wavy line. From the votixvedeposit, centre, together
with Nos. 98, 133, 200-201, 304 B7 329 (see Fig. 2). H. 0.07 m.; d. 0.041 m.; rim d. 0.034m. The
single row of hounds on the slhoulder is rare. The shape and type belong to Johansen's arehaie
style, type B, dating in the middle of the sev-enth century or a little after it.

98. (P577) Fig.26
Top missing. Broad black bands witl applied narrow red lines; rays at the bottom. Fond
H. 0.053 n.; d. of base 0.014 m. Date ca. 650-610 .C. (cf. Payne, Tecrocorinthi'a, p. 19;
C.VA., Oxford, 2, III c, pl. 1, No. 35; Levi, Annrio, X-XII, 1927-1929, p. 355, fig. 463).

with No. 97.

99. (P 1679) Fig. 26
Lower part; decorated with red bands.

H. 0.029 m. W. 0.02 m.

The type is like that of

Nos. 97-98.

Oinochoai
100. (P841) Fig. I'
Fragmentary upper part. Shoulder, neck, and trefoil mouth glazed red ouLtside;two narrow
white bands around the neck, diamonds in creaimywhite on either side of the front lip. H. 0.062 in.;
W. 0.115 m. Cf. Payne, Necrocoinithia, p. 32; fig. 10 c, for the proportions, but the neck curves,
a "4Post-Transitional" characteristic. Cf. pl. 11, 3 "Transitional." But the glazed body seems to
be Protocorinthian. Date ca. 650 B.C(?)

101. (P 871) Fig. 15
Neck and part of a trefoil mouth. Decorated in red with fine horizontal lines anld with a zonie
of vertical lines anid btutterfly-patternand lattice lozenges in front; rays at the base of the neck;
a band inside the mouth. From near wall A-A to south of the house, H. 0.085 m.; d. 0.085 n.
(ef. Johansen, p. 20, p1. VII, 2, fromnCumae. Payne, Protokorinthische Vasexnmalerei, 1933, pl. 4, 1,
considers this example as Cumiean, of the late Gleometric period. The technique of our piece is
certainly Protocorinthian and the rays indicate that it is to be dated in the sevTenth century;,
cf. ibid., pl. 12, and Necrocorinthia, p. 13, fig. 6. Levi, op. cit., p. 369, fig. 485).
I

Johansei, Les Vases Sicyoniens, Copenhage, 1923, pp. 173f. S. Pelekides,

AreJ. Delt., 1I, 1916, p. 33.
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(P 1680-1683; P 842; P 1685-1689) Fig. 26
Fragmentsfrom skyphoi; Nos. 102-104 Early and Nos. 105-111MiddleProtocorinthianperiod.

Many other fragments of these common skyphoi were found, which do not merit
publication except the examples of Attic manufacture, Nos. 112-114 (P 1690-1692) Fig. 27.
(P 1693-1694; P 831; P 1695-1698) Figs. 27-28
Fragmentsfrom Pyxis lids; Nos. 115-120 may be dated in the mid-seventhcentury. No. 121
is a fragmentfrom a pyxis.

115-121.

_
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Fig. 27. Attic (Nos. 112-114), Protocorinthian(Nos. 115--121),
Corinthian(Nos.122-124), and East Greek (No. 125) Sherds from
the Upper Deposit
CORINTHIAN
122-124.

(P 1699-1701) Fig. 27
Fragments from vases of various shapes; Early Corinthianperiod. Since these came from
disturbedareas, they have no bearingupon the chronologyof the deposit. A few other insignificant
pieces were found.
EAST GREEK

125. (P 1702) Figs. 27-28
Fragment from the upper part of an incurving bowl with a slightly grooved rim, decorated
with a waterbirdto right in a panel with lattice-triangleabove. From between walls A-A and
C--C above bed-rock. H. 0.032 m.; W. 0.053m. Light red clay with hard buff surface; glazed
black inside, dilute glaze outside.

An interesting importation (E. F. Price, East Greek Pottery,
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pp. 1.f. references; cf. also Clara Rhodos, IV, p. 55,
figs. 26i and 30; ibid., III, p. 64, fig. 54). An example
was found at Sparta with SLibgeometric and Laconian

I pottery, dating ca. 740-660

B.C.

(Artemis Orthia,

p. 115, fig. 85 b. Cf. also Levi, Annuario, X-XII,
1.927-1929, p). 90ff. Batir, Catalogtueof the Stoddard
Collection, New Haven, 1922, p. 53 and fig. 16, dates
No. 65. lat 700-650 B.C.)
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PROTO-ATTIC
By far the inost abundant and the miost uinuisual
potterv fromn this area is the Proto-attic. Since
little is known about the Athenian pro(Iucts of
Fig. 28. Profiles of Protocorinthian
(Nos.
117,119)and East Greek (No. 125) Sherds
thiis period, a catalogue is given of all the characteristic pieces before the discussion of its chronology (see below, p. 635). The (lescriptive categories " Subgeometric," " Early Orientalizing,"
"Orientalizing," anid "Light on Dark " styles are defined below, p. 631. For the datinig
of the individual sherds see the table Fig. 91. Consult this table also for references
to well kniown Proto-attic vases, sucli as the Thebanl krater, Analatos hydria, Burgon
lebes, etc.
In technique this pottery varies considerably. Some of it is made of finely inicaceous
clay like Dipylon ware with a similar surface an(d glaze.
Most of it is of inferior
quiality, of coarse clay with dilute glaze. Unless otherwise state(1 the clay may be
,assumied to be buff in color aned the paint black to brownish varying in lustre. See also
Nos. 330 ff., additional material found in the excavations of 1933.
Large Neck Amphorae

126-130. (P t703-1,707)

Figs. 9 -30

AIii)horae of this class witlh a very smiiallfoot are glazed all over except for the reserved
panel oni the neck and somnetimes bands roatnd the body. The (decoration usually consists
of concentric circles betweeni wavy lines. This class seeins to be related to a more
elaborate group of amiphorae with decoration on the neck and with lines round the bodv.
Elxamples of the latter group were found with Dipyloni vases and therefore presumably
it is the earlier. The simipler type with its lower neck and smaller, higher foot has been
foun(d in Rhodes, Daphnie, Syracuse, many in Etruria, at Caere, and in Thera (in general,
cf. i'liera, II, pp. 188-189, Pfuhl, I, p. 127, Price, East Greek Pottery, p. 4, with referenlces).
The one found in Thera closely resembles the Agora examples and it was found with
Suibgeometric ware an(1 with one early Orientalizing type of vase. In Attica, these
amnphorae are plentiful, particularly in a seventh century cemetery in Phaleron where
tlhey were used for child-bturials (Arch. Delt., 1916, pp. 27f., figs. 11-12; Arch. EpI7h.,1911,
p. 248, figs. 6-7).
They have also been found in Elenisis and in the Kerameikos aned
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sherds in somiie nuinbers

elsewhere in the Agora.

Dragendorff denies Wide's suggestion

(Jahrb., XIV, 1899, pp. 188 ff.) that they are Attic because the clay is redder and the
glaze duller than those of Dipylon ware. He considers that they probably carried wine
as an export from some port with wide trade relations east and west. He suggests
Chalkis or the Euboean area. Pfuhl relates them to the Ionian circle. But the clay,
glaze, and profile of our examples so closely resemble those of other Proto-attic sherds
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Fig. 29. Sherds from Proto-attic Amphorae

of the Subgeomnetric style that it seems highly probable that some at least were made

in Athens itself. The difference in technique noted by Dragendorff is just the difference
between Geometric and Proto-attic, and some of the examples certainly date well down
in the seventh century. They are clearly most abundant in Attica, and are imports
elsewhere even in Etruria.

It is tempting to suggest that in these vases we have the

first Athenian pots to be exported, doubtless filled with oil, or earlier, with wine.
131. (P 1708) Fig. 29
Fragments(2) from a broad handle, decoratedwith three stripes down the centre and wavy
bands on either side.

From Pit E: (a) H. 0.087 in.; W. 0.095

mn.

(b) H. 0.07

in.;

W. 0.074

in.

Brownishglaze. Apparentlyfrom the same handle, which must have tapered considerably. The
lower part is even wider than that of the Athens Nessos amphora(W. 0.08 i., Pfuhl, fig. 89). The
broad hanndleis commonon large amporae, but it usually does not taper. Shbgeometric style.
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This is the flist in-stance described with that very common imotive, the wavy linle.
Although it appears in Mycenaean and Protogeometric times, Gotschmich considers that
it did not survive, but was revived during the seventh century under the new oriental
influence (Studien zur dltesten griechischenKunst, 1930, pp. 21 f.). It occurs in great
abundance on a simple ware that is found together with seventh century decorated vases
in Rhodian graves (cf. the East Greek pottery with band decoration in general, Price,
East GreekPotter,y,pp. 3 ff.).
r
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Fig. 30. Profiles of Proto-attic Ainphorae. Scale 1: 2

132. (P 459) Fig. 31
Lower part of a neck fragment showing the lower part of a lion walking left and tile leg of
another lion walking right; filling ornaments of wavy lines and a rosette with dotted petals. From
above the curved wall at the west end of the house. H. 0.106 m.; W. 0.095 m.; T. 0.15 m.; estimated
diameter ca. 0.11 m. Clay and glaze like those of Geometric. Inner details crudely incised.

This use of incision is unique among all the sherds of early style from this deposit.
The style of the drawing of the paws and tail and the filling ornaments indicate that
this example is about contemporary with the Burgon lebes (Pfuhl, fig. 82). Compare
the incisions with those on a sherd from the Acropolis (Graef-Langlotz, Akropolis-Vasen,
I, pl. 12, No. 345 A). Orientalizing style.
133. (P576) Figs.31-32
(A) Fragment from the neck (?) showing the upper part of the legs of two nude men back to
back, part of a third figure at the right; also (B) fragment from a flat part of the vase, showing
an arm on a smaller scale. From the votive deposit together with Nos. 97-98,134, 200-201, 304B,
329 (see Fig. 2). H. 0.115 m.; T. 0.012 m.; estimated diameter 0.34 m. BLff clay with smooth lustrous
surface; drippings from a thin clay waslh inside. LustrouLsblack paint outlines; flesh painted in
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a color that had a soft purple surface when first excavated but that disappeared when the sherds
were placed in water, leaving a dull reddish brown. Traces of erroneous preliminary drawing
(Fig. 32) which were scratched away between the left pair of legs and erased and then covered
with paint in the other cases.

The curvature of fragment A and the size of the figures in relation to the diameter
suggest that it comes from the cylindrical neck of a very large amphora like that from
Kynosarges (J.IH.S., XXII, 1902, pp. 29 ff., pl. II-IV.). The scale of our fragment, however,
is a little larger, requiring a neck 0.40-0.45 m. high as opposed to 0.35 m. The clay and

/J2

Fig. 31. Sherds from Proto-attic Amphorae

surface are siinilar to those of the Kynosarges amphora, but on that, white is used for
the flesh. A dilute brown occurs on the New York Nessos amphora (J.H.S., XXXII, 1912,
p. 380) and on the Thermon metopes, but it is not like the color on the Agora piece.
What scene is represented is uncertain. The knees are bent in action rather than
in running. The shape at the right hand corner seems to be part, possibly a shoulder,
of a fallen figure. If we restore two erect figures back -to 'back, engaged in wrestling
or in fighting with two other figures which occupy a little less space, we can fill out
the diameter with two panels and two ornamental handles. Or possibly two figures
were fighting and one running away. Perha'psthe smaller fragment, which is fiat, comes
from a handle.
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The style of drawing has no exact parallel among Proto-attic vases; in spirit, it mlay
be likened to that of the Praisos plate on which a hero wrestles with a monster (Pfuhl,
fig. 57). The technique of our sherds resembles that of the interior of the same plate.
The drawing is not much earlier than that of the Perseus of the Thermon metope, which
Payne dates 650-630 B.C. (B. S. A., XXVII, 1925-1926, p. 132). This early attempt at the
use of color, without supplementary incisions, indicates a date probably not long before
the middle of the seventh century.

Fig. 32. Proto-attic Sherd, No. 133, showing Preliminary Sketch. From a Water-color
by P. de Jo-ng

134. (P 1709) Fig. 31
Fragment from the shoulder, decorated with a zone of chain pattern between lines. Found
with No. 133. H. 0.10 m.; W. 0.13 m.; T. 0.014 m. Clay similar to that of No. 133 but redder;
same drippings of a clay slip inside; surface damaged; black lustrous glaze. Possibly from the
lower shoulder of the same vase as No. 133. Cf. the mor-e complicated braid on the New York
Nessos amphora. Orientalizing style.

Smaller Amphorae or Hydriai
These familiar shapes show connections with Geometric rather than with later hydriai.
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135. (P 1710) Figs. 33-34
Rim fiagment decorated with a snake in relief covered with white dots; zigzags on the neck
below. From Area A-C. H. 0.049 in.; W. 0.135 m.; estimated diameter ca. 0.15 m. Technique
similar to Geometric. From a hydria such as that from Analatos (Pfuhl, fig. 79). Cf. Berlin
No. 31312,Neugebauer,Vasenfiuhrer,
pl. 7. For the snakein relief on vases, see Kflster,Die Schla.&ge
in der griechischen
Ktunst,1913,pp. 35ff., 50. Early Proto-attic,possibly of the late eighth century.
Subgeometricstyle.
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Fig. 33. Sherds from Proto-attic Amphioraeaiid Hydriai

136. (P1711) Figs. 33-34
(A) Fragment froin the base of the neck, with snake in relief on the shouilder; panels on the
neck decorated with a small palmette. From the surface filling. H. 0.048 i.; W. 0.121 m. Dilute
red glaze. From a hiydria like No. 135, or possibly from an oinochoe.
(B) Four fragments from the body, decorated with curling tendrils ending in palmettes. The
largest shows two lines at the bottom. From beside wall A-A. H. of the largest fragment 0.085mi.;
W. 0.122 m. Presumably these fragments came from a zone of the vase as on the Analatos hiydria
(Fig. 91). Yery early Orientalizing style.

Amphorae
The type of amnphora in which the neck slopes gradually into the body is unknown
in Geometric times. It appears, however, frequently in this deposit, with a rim of

simple rounded profile.
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137. (P641) Figs.33-34

Fragment from the rim, neck, and upper part, glazed outside and decorated with an octopus
in thinned yellow clav; glazed band inside. From Pit E. H. 0.125 m.; T. 0.013 m.; W. 0.09 m.
Elsewhere, the
Glaze varies from red to black. A most unusual piece (cf. Nos. 168, 266-267).
octopus occurs on only one Proto-attic sherd known to me (Graef-Langlotz, Alrop.- Vasee, p. 37,
No. 365) and on two Early Corinthiani(Payne, Necrocor., Nos. 5410,629). Miss Luicy Talcott kindly
informs me that she saw a similar fragment in the Delos Museum. Light on Dark style, probably
to be dated in the last hallf of thte seventh centtiry.

/~~~~~~

/6

g

Fig. 34. Profiles of Proto-attic Ampliorae, Hydriai, and of a
Krater. Scale 1:2

138. (P 1712) Figs. 33-34
Similar fragment, with glazed rimYIanid glazed bahd ttround the nieck.
1-1. 0.06 m.; WY.0.101 mn. 8a4bgeometric style.

From Area A-C.

139. (P 1713) Figs. 33-34
Similar fragment, with rim glazed red and two wavy red lines arouiud the neck. From
Area A-C. H. 0.066 m.; W. 0.082 m. The sandy clay and dLill paint of Nos. 138-139 are like
those of Miss Price's East Greek Pottery, class II A, p. 3 (cf. Jah7rb.,1, 1886, p. 149, No. 2938; Pfuhl,
pp. 137, 193). Subgeometric style. Numerouis examnplesof this class were found.

140-141.

(P1714-1715)
Fragments

Figs.35--36

from rims.

Kraters and Open Vessels
Kraters on high pierced stands were very popular during the seventh century. They
appear to be descendants of the Geometric types, but vary considerably in shape. Only
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enough was preserved in this deposit for a conjectural restoration. Nilsson considers
that they may have been used as cauldrons for heating water in the hero-cult (The
Minoan-MycenaeanReligion, p. 526; see below, p. 637). Some of these sherds may come
from the type of bowl with a foot that is often called a lebes (e.g. the Burgon lebes).

/40
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146-

Fig. 35. Sherds from Proto-attic Ainphorae and Kraters

142. (P 1716) Figs. 35-36
Fragmenit from the upper part with incurving rim, decorated with bands and a running dog
on the handle, which lhas projecting ends. From the surface filling. H. 0.062 m.; W. 0.09 m.
Glaze red; unglazed inside. The type of handle, which may be called " crescent," is very common
at this period. Early Orientalizing (?) style.

143. (P 474) Figs. 35-36
Fragment from the upper part, decorated with step pattern outside the flaring rim and a row
of large dots bordered by lines inside, and a panel of diamond and volutes betweeln geometric
From the surface filling. H. 0.092 m.; W. 0.11 in.; glazed inside.
borders; lines below.
Orientalizing style.
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144. (P 873) Figs. 34-35

(A) Fragment of the rim and side, decorated with vertical panels of hatchbilg aild zigzags and
a guilloche; bars on the flat rim. From the filling iuiuderthe late conglonmeratewall and over the
H. 0.10 m.; WV.0.037 m.i T. 0.014 m. Smooth surface; white used as an
terrace-wall B-B.
accessory laid directly on the clay of one half the guilloche as on the N. Y. Nessos amplhora
(Fig. 91). It is anotlher Eastern motive (cf. No. 338 and Poulsen, Der Orient, p. 14, fig. 9).
(B) Fragment from bowl and stand (?) decorated with checker-board pattern on the flaring
upper part and with female face to right with wavy lines as filliing ornaments. Same provenience.
1. 0.066 m.; W. 0.056 in.; rr. 0.011 m. Glazed inside. The peculiar shape does not seem reconcilable
with the steep bowl of the other fragmnent,but the sherds certainly seem to belong to one vase.
Cf. the head onl a fragment in the Aegina Museumn. Early Orientalizing style.

145. (P 460) Figs. 35 and 37
Fragments from a large vase on a stand,
probably open, but unipaintedinside. Preserved:
three fragmentary panels from the stand, decorated witlh palmettes and semicircles; three
fragments with rays; seven fragments from the
uipper part decorated witlh palmettes pendent
between voltites with trianiglesabove. From the
surface fillinig.Upper panel: H. 0.075m.;W.0.07m.;
lower: H. 0.056m.; wr. 0.058 m. Other fragments
all small. Estimnateddianieter of mouith0.50 m.
A restoration is offered. The angles at tlle
rays and at the palmette designi above 'Make
the kalyx shape seem the most probable. This
must have been a very fine vase of the early
Orientaliziug style, probably of the early
seventh century. For the palmette motive cf.
No. 213 and G.V. A., Cambridge, 1, p. 4, fig. 1.
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Profiles of a Proto-attic Amphora,
Kraters and a Lid. Scale 1: 2

146. (P1717) Figs.35Sand38
Similar fragment, but probably not from the same vase as No. 145. A zone above showing
the start of a ray or of a spiral-lbook; a zone below decorated with a palmette between large
dotted leaves. From betweeni walls A-A and C-C above bed-rock. H. 0.061 in.; W. 0.058 in.
The palmette inotive is a refinenmenton the clumsy trefoil ornaments of dotted leaves oil the New
York Nessos amplhora(Fig. 91). Trhedrawing is firmer tlhanithat on most of ouir Proto-attic sherds
(cf. Anz., XLVII, 1932, p. 199, fig. 6). Orientalizing style.
147-152.

(P 1717; P 442; P 1718-1722)

Figs. 39-40

Fragmnentsfrom a stand, from bases, anid riims; Siubgeoiinetricanid Early Orientalizing styles.

153. (P 1723) Figs. 39-40
Fragmient from the uipperpart witlb a mo-ulded rimnand raised ridge running round the vase
by the handle wvith a vertical ridge beside the handle. From the surface fillinig. H. 0.098 m.;
piece of xvhich the rim seems to indicate a date possibly in the seventh
W. 0.11 m. An u-nuLsual
century, mnore probably in the sixth. Cf. Scl-nnidt, Troj(tnischeAltertibmer,p. 181, No. 3661.
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154. (P 1724) Figs. 39-40
Fragment from a large vessel decorated with a band under the straight rim and chain-pattern
below. From a Pit. H. 0.076 m.; W. 0.115 m. Hand-made anid uneven; the side wall is straight,
curving inward at one end and swelling below. From a circullar vessel pulled out to a spout?
For the design cf. No. 134. Early Orientalizing style.

155. (P 843) Figs. 39-40
Leg of a small tripod with part
of the bowl preserved, decorated
witlh a long-necked bird doubled tip
to fit the space. From Area A-C.
H. 0.15 m.; W. 0.029 m.; ''. 0.013 in.
Not glazed inside. Ani iunlustualreproduction in clay of the common
small bronze votive tripod. For the
style cf. Arch. Eiph., 1911, p. 250,
fig. 14. Orienitalizing style.

Miscellaneous Fragments from Lar(ge
Vases

z~~~~~~~

V

Lids
156. (P 1725) Figs. 40-41
Frragmentshowing above: a bird's
foot anid uncertain filling ornaments,
and below: a zonie of diminishing
triangles between lines. From the
votive deposit. H.0.088m.; W.0.145m.;
estimated diameter 0.36 m. Smooth
buff surface; -dull red paint. Slight
traces of burning. Probably from a
large amphora. Early Orientalizing
style.

Fig. 37. Restoratioin of a Proto-attic Krater, No. 145.
From a Drawing by P. de Jong. Scale ca. 1: 7

157. (P 1726) Figs. 40-41
Similar fragment witlh down-turned lip, decorated with a guilloche on the rim and with a zone
showing an aniimal walking right; between its forelegs a bird wvithits head bent back; zigzags as
0.074 m. Red glaze; traces of burning.
filling ornaments. From beside wall A-A. H. 0.145 m.; WV.
From a krater? For the guilloche, cf. No. 144. Early Orientalizing style.

158. (P 840) Figs. 40-41
Two fragments from a similar lid decorated with a zone of feeding water birds moving right,
with tooth-pattern between lines at the rim. From Area A-C. D. 0.072 m.; W. 0.052 m. H. of
small fragment 0.032 m. Black glaze with bodies fired red. Trracesof burning. For peckinlg birds
cf. No. 199, the New York Nessos amphora and von Stackelberg, G-iiber der Fellenen, pl. IX, 1, on
a Phaleron jug; an unknown motive in Corinlth (Payne, Necrocorinthia, pp. 76f., niote). It comes
apparently from Ionia (cf. Pfnhl, fig. 144).
39
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159-160.

(P 1727-1728)

Figs. 40-41

Fragmenits from lids; Snibgeoinetric style.

161. (P 1729) Figs. 36 and 41
Fragment of a convex lid witli an opening (for the insertioin of a spoon?), decorated with
bands and zigzags. Glazed inside with bands. From Area A-C. H. 0.061 m.; W. 0.057 in.
Possibly from a bowl, buit in that ctise the openiing cannot be explained. Suibgeometricstyle.

Miscellaneous Large Fragments
162. (P 1730) Figs. 41-42
Fragment from the neck of a hydria (?)
decorated witlh a zone of daincing figures
lholding hands with branches in them; below,
a chaln pattern with spiral-hooks. From
Area A-C, lower deposit. H.0.11m.; W.0.042m.
Glaze almost entirely peeled off. Cf. the
neck of the Analatos hydria which may be
by the same hand; cf. Berlin No. 31312,
Neugebauer, Vasenfishrer, pl. 7; Waldsteini,
Arg. Her., lI, pl. LVII, 15-19. Early Orientaliziing style.

163-167.

(P 1721-1735)

Figs. 41 and 43

Fragments of the Orientalizinig style
showinig designs with animails.

168. (P 1736) Fig. 43
Fragment from the shoulder
vase, glazed outtside, showing
octopus in thinned yellow clay.
Light oni Dark style. Date, last

169. (P1737)

Fig. 38. Proto-attic Slierd, No. 146. From a Drawiing
by P. de Jon,. Full size
of a sizable
part of an
From the suirface filling. H. 0.061i m.; W. 0.09 m. (cf. No. 137).
half of the seventlh centuiry?

Fig.43

(A) Fragment from the shoulder of ani amphora(?), decorated witlh curling tendrils ending in
palmettes. From Area A-C, lower deposit. H. 0.077 m.; WV.0.07 m.
(B) Fragmeiit from the body below A, decorated with a palmette above and step-pattern in a
zone below. Same proveinience, a little lower. H. 0.098 in.; W. 0.07 in. Orientalizing style.

170. (P 1738) Figs. 43-44
Rim fragment from a small amphora (?) decorated with bars on the lip and a clhain-pattern
with spiral-hooks below. From the votive deposit. H. 0.037 m.; W. 0.057 In. Red glaze. Cf. C.V. A.,
Pays-Bas, 2, III Hb, pl. 4; 3, and Analatos hydria. Suibgeometric style.
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Fig. 39. Slherds from Proto-attic Kraters and a Tripod
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171. (P 1739) Fig. 43
Fragment from the neck of an amphora('?) decorated with a water
bird right, and beyond, the wings of an animal (anothlerwater bird?)
decorated with puirple paint and incisions; a solid circle suirrouinded
by dots as a filling ornament. From the surface filling. H. 0.075 m.;
W. 0.095 m. Liglht red clay; lustrous black glaze with puirple applied
oni it (cf. for the wings, Benndorf, Gr. u. sic. Vasenbilder, pl. LIV, 1).
It is one of the latest Proto-attic sherds from this area, dating,
probably ca. 630-620 r.c.

Bowls and Dishes
Deep bowls and small shallow dishes decorated with simple
lines, bands, or wavy lines are most abundant in this deposit.
They are clearly the descendants of the Geometric bowls with
loop handles ending in projecting tips (C. V. A., Pays-Bas, 1,
III H b, pl. 2, Nos. 4, 5). They have also contemporary parallels
from Boeotia, Crete, and the islands (cf. Pfuhl, fig. 96; Levi,
Annutar-io,
X-XII, 1927-1929, pp. 328 f., figs. 426-427). Simple

r
Fig. 42. Fragment froin
a Hydria, No. 162. Froin a
Water-color by P. de Jong.
Scale 1: 2
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Fig. 43. Miscellaneous Proto-attic Sherds
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aild smiiallexamlipleslike those fromiithe Agora were foundIalso at Phaleroil anld(Eleusis
alnd one, very possibly an Attic imiiportation,was found in Rhodes (Kinch, Vroulia, p. 106,
pl. 21, 4). An excellent example comes from the excavations of 1933 (No. 336).
172-182. (P 856; P 1740-1750) Figs. 43-45
Fragments from bowls. Nos. 172-173
Nos. 178-182 Early Orientalizing.

Light on I)ark style; Nos. 174-177

_~m~-

Subgeoilletric;

_
-174

Fig. 45.

Sherds from Proto-attic

Bowls

183. (P 1750) Figs. 45-46
Fr-agmentary bowl decorated with Iiies aild withi a paniel of vertical wavy Iiies at the top;
two solid bands above the flat base. From the fllliiig packed againist wall A-A. A. II. 0.072 in.;
W. 0.106 m. B. H. 0.042 in.; W. 0.044 in. Glazed inside. Mucli worn. An Attic versioni of a
Protocorintliian skyphos.

184-193. (P 1751; P 857; P 1752-1756; P 836; P 1757-1758)

Figs. 46--48

Fragments from small bowls of the Stibgeomnetricand Early Orieiitaliziiig styles.

194. (P 1759) Figs. 48-49
Fragmeiits of a large bowl decorated withi deer (?) miovinigrighit; diamonids,swastikas, circles of
dots, and elaborate palmette patterns as fllliiig orniaments;lines above; glazed iniside with reserved
bands. From the filling over wall A-A. H. of largest fragment 0.08 in.; W. 0.10 in. Glaze dark
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red iniside. The restortationis fairly certaiin except for the exact arrangement and divisioni of the
panels. It miiaybe compared with a (Cycindic piece of which the design is heraldic (Dlos, X,
pl. IV, 26). For the paliniettes cf. C. V. A., Camiibridge,1, p. 4, fig. 1. Orientalizilngstyle.
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Profiles of Proto-attic

(P 1760- 1764) Figs. 46 and 50

Fr'-gimenits of various shiapes: No. 195 a Cup; No. 196 a Pyxis; No.197-198
No. 199 aLid. Slubgeomctric; No. 199 is Orientalizinig.

Kalathioi

c)

Kanitharoi

Fragmienitsof mnorethani teni kan-tharoiwere found in the votive deposit. They are
evTiden',tlydescenided fromnthe Geoim-etrickanitlaroi, buit hitherto the shape in Orient-

Fig. 47.

Fi.E8.S

'Fig. 48.

Slerds

from Proto-attic

Bowls

d f

Slierds from Proto-attic

Bowvls
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alizing ware seems to have been discovered only in Boeotia (Collignon-Couve, pl. XVIII,
No. 454; C. F. A., Pays-Bas, 1, III G, pl. 2, No. 3; Burrows and Ure, B. S. A., XIV,
1907-1908, p. 257). The technique of the examples from the Agora, however, with

Fig. 49. Restoration of a Proto-attic Bowl, No. 194.
by P. de Jong. Scale ca. 1: 5

From a Water-color

a har(d buff clay andl lustrous glaze, is not Boeotian. Sinice nonie camiieto light in
Phaleron, we may consider these as characteristic Athenian products of the early
seventh century (cf. earlier parallels from Aeg,ina, Ath. Mitt., XXII, 1897, p. 288,
fig. 14, and from Attica, Jahrb., II, 1887, p. 54, fig. 17; and a tiny cup from Athens,
B.S.A., XII, 1905-1906, p. 89, fig. 11). A later example was found in 1933 (No. 331).
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200. (P 530) Fig. 51. Anz., XLVII, 1932, p. 118, fig. 8

Deep kantharos with a low ring-base and ribbon hanidles. Two bands: double vertical zigzags
anid maeander, in reserved position on opposite sides; at the bottom, rays; on the handles, interlocking spirals. Glazed inside. From the votive deposit, together with Nos. 133-134,197-198, 201,
304 B, 329 (see Fig. 2). H. 0.089 m.; with handles 0.113 m.; d. at rim 0.193 m.; at base 0.046 in.
Glaze reddislh browni. For the motives cf. Pfuhl, 1, p. 71. The shape anid patterns show close
relations with Geoinetric. Early Orientalizing style.

201. (P 531) Fig. 52
Deep kanthalros vith ribbon hanidles. Five bainds in a tlhick miatt red paint oii onie side, six on
the other; three inside. Founid together witlhNo. 200; inisideit, the bronze tripod No. 329 (see Fig. 2).
H. 0.066 m.; with handles 0.078 m.; d. at rim 0.083 m.; at bottom 0.041 m. The unusual shape is
somewvhat

related

to a cup which Boehlau

derives

fromna Geoinetric shape (Jahrb., II, 1887, p. 51, fig. 11).
The paint, which is unusual on a vase, is that of the
technique of the shields and terracottas with which
the vase was found. Subgeometric style.
202.

(P214)

Fig.53

Ar

-I

I

Fragmentary kantharos. Side A: a zone of water
birds left in panels divided by a running dog patterin;
three lines around the body, rays below; Side B:
a zone of elongated rays pointing downwiard with
dotted circles as filling ornaamentsin the upper zone;
below as oni side A; a line on the handle; glazed
Fig. 52. Proto-attic Kantliaros, No. 201.
inside. H. 0.074 m.; long axis 0.084 in. Paler clay
Scale 1:2
than tlhat of the other kantharoi. In technique this
cup differs from the others from the deposit, but
there seems no reasoni to question its Attic origin. (Cf. Jahrb., II, 1887, p. 52, fig. 13. For the rays,
cf. J.H.S., XXI1, 1902, p. 51, fig. 4. Island style.) Early Orienltalizing style.

203.

(P 832) Fig. 54
Fragmnentarykanltlharos.Onlthe upper )art, a zone of zigzags in panels; around tlle body, a cliain
of diamnonds,aiid above the ring-base spirals; glazed inside. From the votive deposit. H. 0.103 m.;
d. 0.143 in. Glaze reddish-brown. For the motives, cf. Protocorinthiminvases; e. g. Johanseni,pl. XIX, 3
and an Island Geometric kantharos (B. C.OH.,
XXXV, 1911, p. 381, fig. 43). Early Orientalizing style.

204.

(P 579) Figs. 55-56
Fragmenitary kaiitharos decorated in two zones over rays above the ring-base: Side A: above,
crosses with filling triangles and below, birds' necks and heads in a row; Side B: above, heraldic
splurredspirals with a filling triangle and below, alternate double zigzags and dot-rosettes; double
spirals oni the hanidle. Glazed inside with reserved ring band and a dot ulnder the foot. One
slierd, missiing in the photograph, has been added for tlle water-color. From the votive deposit
(see Fig. 2). H. 0.144 m.; without handle 0.116 m.; d. base 0.057 m. Cf. No. 213 and the Vourv(a
skyphos (Ath. Mitt., XV, 1890, pl. X), on which the same theme is developed. Early Oiientalizing style.
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Fig. 53. Proto-attic Kanithiaros,No. 202

205. (P 1765) Fig.57
Fragnenitary kantliaros decorated above withi a zonie of disks pierced by vertical linies; filling
outtlinietriangles; below, thireelines and rays; glazed inside. From beside wvallA-A. H. ca. 0.113 in.;
restored long axis: 0.122 in. In technique like No. 203, possibly by the same hand. (Cf. for the disk
imotive, Johansen, pl. XXI, 1.) Early Orientalizing style.
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206. (P 1766) Fig. 50
Fragment from the upper part. Above, a zone of false spirals; below, a zone of crosses betveen
thlree wavy lines; glazed inside. From the votive deposit. H. 0.061 m.; W. 0.095 in. Red glaze.
By the same lhand as Nos. 203 and 205? Early Orientalizing style.

207.

(P 1767) Fig. 50
Rim fragment decorated with birds
moving to right and a geometric pattern
below; glazed inside. From the votive
deposit.

H. 0.061 m.; W. 0.047 m.

the same band as No. 204?
Orientalizing style.

By

Early

208. (P 1768) Fig. 50
Ring-base, decorated witlh rlays;
a band and dot under the foot; glazed
inside. From the distturbed filling.
H. 0.018 in.; W. 0.065 m. Perhaps from
the same vase as No. 207. (Cf. No. 204,
possibly by the same hand.)

209.

Fig. 54. Proto-attic Kantlbaros,No. 203.

Scale ca. 1: 2'/2

(P 1769) Fig. 50
Rim fragment decorated above with zigzags and filling dots; below, a black band and a purple
band below that; glazed inside. From the edge of Pit F. H. 0.035 m.; W. 0.038 mn. The applied
puirple seems to indicate that this slierd is not to be dated before thle middle of the seventh
centuiry; it is probably the latest kantharos fragment.

Oinochoai
In Geometric oinochoai, the neck,
usually high, is always set off sharply
from the shoulder. In Proto-attic
oinochoai, the neck is either much
reduced in height or merged with
the body in a curve on the same
principle as that employed on certain
of the amphorae (see above, p.575).
These squat oinochoai are clearly
influenced by Corinthian shapes, but
they maintain simpler and less
sophisticated lines. Variants have
been found in Phaleron (Arch. Delt.,
1916, pp. 40f., figs. 40-42).

Fig. 55. Proto-attic Kantharos, No. 204
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210.

(P 754) Fig. 58
Fragmnenitary
oinoclioewitlha sleniderneck offset sharply from the shoulder; a douiblehanidle.
In the shoulder panel: a rider on a lhorse valking left, liolding a slhortelutbin his right hand in
frontof hini and a long flail or whip(?)in his left behind; llis head anidbody in ouitlinie.ProjectingI
forward below the head of the horse a
protruding object decorated with loops.
From the trench for wall D-D against
the apsidal wvall at its eastern end (see
P'lani, Fig. 2). HI. (as restored) 0.23 in.;
d. 0.1-25m. Glaze mulchpeeled and suirface
damaged.
The condition of this vase makes
initerpretation diffictult.

The rider carries

objects which are so crudely drawn that
they canniotbe identified vith certainty, but
oni analogy with contemporary drawings,
it seerns to me that the object in the left
hand may be interpreted as a whip. The
object in froontof the horse may be explainied as the head of a second horse,
grazinig, althouigh tlle type of mane is
quiitedifferent from that of the first horse.
Grazing animals are a common Proto-attic
motive. This interpretation is suggested
by the resemblance of the loops to the
draw^ingof horses' inanes on the Munich Fig. 56. P1oto-attic Kaintharos,No. 204. Fromiia Watercolor by 1P. de Jonig
krater (Jahrb., XXII, 1907, pl. 1) and oni a
pyxis in Athens (Jahrb., II, 1887, p. 55,
fig. 20) where the otlher type of mane also appears. On the pyxis also a second horse is indicated
b)y drawing the head alone, no attempt being made to show the second set of legs. The suibject of
a rider, often accompaniied by a second horse, occurs oIn contemporary vases elsewhere (Pfulil,
fig. 105; Jahrb., XXII, 1907, p.80, fig. 3; ef. J.H.S., XIX, 189'9,pl. VIII, for the Geometric aiitecedent).
h'lie style is Suibgeometric and the date lies in the late eighth century.

211.

(P 837) Fig. 59
Fragmentary oinochoe with trefoil
moiuthand a double handle. Glazed all
over except on one side of the handle.
Decorated with yellowish white lines
runlningaround the neck and above and
below the base of the handle. 'On either
side of the handle a vertical white line
between the horizontal lines makes a
panel. In the panel on one side a
rosette, and on the other a swastika
painted in yellowish-white. From the
votive deposit, southern end, scattered.
H. (as restored) 0.283 m.; d, 0.178 in.
Brownislh-black glaze of rather poor
quality. Light on Dark style.

Fig. 57. Proto-attic Kantharos, No. 205. Scale ca. 1: 21/2
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212. (P 17 0) Fig. 50
Similar handle and bits of the body glazed solid with one wlhite line aroulnd the neck and
two below the h1aindle. From a Pit. H. -0.13 ni.; W. 0.074 m. Black glaze mlich peeled. Liglht on
Dark style.

II~~~~~~~~~
.

R^:m

Fig. 58. Shoulder of Proto-attic Oinochoe, No. 210

213. (P 894) Fig. 60
Fragmeiitary squat oinoclhoewitlh a trefoil mouth and a double hanidle. Ini a panel on the neck
bordered by zigzags, a palmette design between spturredvoluites; below, lines covering the rest of
the body; base missing. Scattered over the whole area. H. (as restored) with lhandle 0.26.5m.;
d. 0.175 in. Glaze black fired to red on one side, muich peeled.

The common elements of palmette and spurred volute are here skilfully disposed into
a panel on a surface of marked curvature. The spiral with spurred ends occurs also on
No. 204 and on a krater in Cambridge (C.V.A., Cambridge,1, pl. II, 7; p. 4). A somewhat
similar example is in the Aegina Museum. The shape and the lines around the lower
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part indicate an early date, probably the late eighth century (cf. Arch. Delt., 1916, p. 41,
fig. 41, No. 3). Early Orientalizing style.
214.

(P 912) Fig. 61
Fragmentary oiniochoe. Arouin(dthe ring-base, lines; above, rays. Glazed solid behinid. Set off
by two lines in a panel of uincertain widtlh, a lion's head right; mouith open; paw uiplifted below.

Fig. 59. Proto-attic Oinochoe, No. 211
Traces of a filling orniamentabove, probably a solid trianigle ending in a spiral-lhook; below, traces
of the paw of another lion (?); behind, parallel ornaments. From Area A-C, scattered. H. (as restored)
0.21i m.; d. 0.175 m. Black glaze with dilute browii for lines and details.
'lhe evidence is insufficient for certain restoration. It seems probable that two lion protomes
faced each other with uplifted paws as on the Buirgon lebes (Fig. 91; cf. Lamb, C. V.A., Cambridge,
pl. I1,7). The style, however, is not that of the lebes nior of the jug from Phaleron (Pfulhl, fig. 83,
AthenisNational Museum No. 322), wlhich may be by one hand. Lion protomes occur frequently on
Island vases (J.H.S., XLVI, 1926, p. 206; for the drawing of the profile, witlh its rounded muzzle,
cf. pl. X). Orientalizing style probably ca. 660 nR.c.
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(P 835) Fig. 50
Fragments(4) from the body; in a panel borderedby lines the body and legs of a lion walking
right, with diamondand spiral-hookfilling ornaments. From beside wall A-A. A: H. 0.079m.;
W. 0.091m. B: H. 0.087i.; W. 0.118m. C: H. 0.054m.; W. 0.089m.

Fig. 60. Proto-attic Oinochoe, No. 213, Restored. Fr-om a Water-color
by P. de Jong. Scale 1: 2

The style of drawing( iS like that of the Burgon lebes and the filling ornaments belong to that
cycle. The finishi, hiowever, is more like that of No. 214 than like that of the Phaleronijug, whichl
is muich coarser. Early Orientalizing style.
40

Fig. 61. Proto-attic Oinochoe, No. 214

21,P~~~~~4/

4217

Fig. 62. Miscellaneous Proto-attic Sherlds
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(P 1771-1777)
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Figs. 62-63

Fragments of Subgeometric and Early Orientalizing styles.

Miscellaneous

223. (P 1225) Fig. 62
Fragmentary handle friom an amphora, decorated on the sides with bars, on the front with large
rosettes between bands. From Section Delta of the excavation. H. 0.07 m.; W. 0.035 m. An initeresting
forerunner of the ustial late seventh
and sixth century type of handle with
. M/am4
6e
,
X
P' /0 Czms.d ea,v.
rosettes.
Cotmpare the Kynosarges
amphora and the Vourvih loutirophoros
(Ath. Mitt., XV, 1890, pl. XI; cf. Nilsson,
Jahrb., XVIII, 1903, p. 141). Orientalizing
style.

224.

(P 2-21) Fig. 62

_

Fragment from the body of an
amphora showing in a panel the hindquLartersof a horse with diamond and
running-dog filling-ornaments; a bit of
a grazing -horse's ear and mane at the
right. H. 0.073 m.; W. 0.135 in. Glaze
buirned red on the horse's body. A
good example of the style a little earlier
than that of the New York Nessos
amphora,and therefore included, although
it came from an area far from the deposit.
Early Orientalizing

style.

v0

ci5

s 009<dm.

C 9CS./0

Household Ware
Together with the painted ware, a
great deal of coarse household pottery
6
was found, especially in Area A-C. It
is made bv hand of highly rnicaceous
Fig. 63. Profiles of Miscellaneous Proto-attic Sherds
clay anid fired brown to reddish in
(Nos. 219-222), and of Sherds of Hotusehold Ware
color. This clay resembles that used
(Nos. 232-234).
Scale 1: 2
for household ware in later periods;
it may corne from Aegina. Although some of this ware probably belongs to the Geometric
period (cf. the specimen found in the house-floor, No. 20, see above, p. 555), the major
part is assignable from the context to the seventh century. It differs entirely in the
size of the pots, in their shapes and in their hard surfaces fromathe polished incised
Geometric ware. But it closely resembles household ware of the sixth century. In
smooth surface and thinness of fabric, it is finer than any similar prehistoric wares, as
well as those of the fifth century and later. The shapes are few: wide-nmouthedjars
4O0
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with one or two handles, deep bowls, and pitchers. Decoration in incision is simple,
but not uncommon.
Similar incised household wares have been found in various places, notably at Anavyssos in Attica (Praket.,1911, pp. 124-125) of the Geometric period, and in Phaleron (Arch.

Fig. 64. Househiold Jai-, No. 225

Delt., 1916, p. 26, fig. 8). Similar ware has also been found at Corinth (A. J. A., XXXIV, 1930,
pp. 414 if.,9 fig. 8).
225. (P 890) Pig. 64
Wide-mouthed jar, with one band handle, decorated with incised pair-s of wavy lines around thle
lip, neck, and body from the base of the handle; also along, the edges of the handle. On the neck,
maeander dotted; oni the handle, chevroni dotted. Pieces scattered throuighouitthe area. H. (as
restored) 0.36 in.; d. of mouth 0.188 in.; greatest d. 0.2.52m. Tw~othumrbmarks at thle base of thle
handle. The band hiandle is not so commionas the rounid vertical hianidle.
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7

227

2

226_

Fig. 65. Sheids fiorn Houisehold Ware

226-228.

(P 1778-1780)

Figs. 65-66

Fragments fiom houiseholdjars with iiicised decorationi.
229.

(P 8S91) Fig. 67
Wide-inouthed jar with a low ring-base. FromnArea A-C. H. (as restored) 0.335 in.; greatest
d. 0.245 ni.: base d. 0.092 m. Second handle and side restored in plaster. This type of lhanidleand
of base is very common.
a4m el .
~~,
f- oz ms. om
vf<
cM

'40 ems. C/27

230.

(P 533) Fig. 68
Small pitelher with a narrowv neck anid
one handle; higlh ring-base. Haindle missing.
Froin above strattum 2 between walls A-A
and C-C (see Fig. 8). H. 0.125i m.; d. 0.10 i.
A common type.

231-243.

(P 534; P 1781-1792)

I

(a

Figs. 63, 65,

66, 69
Fragments from household jugs, bowls, anid
amphorae,in some cases decorated with incisions.

1
4-

Household Objects
Although loom weights were not found
in absolutely undisturbed Geometric deposits,

Fig. 66. Sherds from HouseholdWare. Scale 1:2
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it is possible that somneof those from the upper levels belong to that perio(l. They
have, therefore, been arranged according to shape, ranging from the almost rectangular
examples with the hole near the centre to the common pyramidal type. The foriner
are taken to be the earlier on the ground of the discovery of two upon the Geometric
floors and of another in a Geometric deposit elsewhere in the Agora. They also resemble

Fig. 67. Household Jar, No. 229

those which were found in a Geometric deposit in Crete (Hall, Vrokcastro,
p. 122, fig. 73;
the
the
From
pyramidal
context,
Levi, Annuario, X-XIJ, 1927-1929,p. 479, fig. 591).
examples can be assigned to the seventh century. These are usually decorated with
a stamped r'osette or two. The spindle whorls are of insignificant number and shape.
Two lamp fragments were found in the upper deposit, which are of very early type,
with an open bowl and unbridged nozzle. They will be published later with the other
lamps from the Agora.

Fig. 68. Household Jug, No. 230.

Scale 3: 5

237

21

*83

Fig. 69. Sherds from Household Ware. Scale ca. 1: 21/2
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The clay of the followinig objects is buff, with the exception of No. 250, which is
made of gray clay with a hard surface.
Loom Weights
Geometric
244-245.

Fig. 70

(MC 24-25)

Three other almost identical examnpleswere found.

2XrS

29f4

246,

247

248

ZSf2

249

2 53

25o

Fig. 70. Loom Weights and Spindle Whorls

Proto-attic
246-253.

(MC26; MC i; T320; SS340; MC27-30)

Fig.70

Spindle Whorls
254-256.

(T 229; T 238; MC 31) Fig. 70

Five other similar examples were found, as well as the certainly Geometric example listed
above, No. 96.
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Disks
As we have note(l above (p. 564), 119 disks cut out of pottery were found scattered
throughout the votive deposit and the Area A-C. Two others are cut out of soft stone,
one of which is marked with a rouigh cross (No. 275). A mark also seems to be incised
on the back of another (No. 260). The surface is often much scratched and worn. The
shape and size vary considerably (largest: d. 0.083 in.; sinallest 0.028i m.). None is bored

V~~~~~~~~~~~
25~

257

559

26o

2 22

26JS

267
26S

_2sUf

.g!

-

^

~Z64

\6

_2

.S2,,268

269

272

27,

273

2 75

Fig. 71. Disks Cut from Geometric and Proto-attic Pottery

(cf. similar examples mostly bored, Schmidt, Troj. Alteriiumer, p. 223). These disks imay
be interpreted as stoppers for dedicatory vases or possibly as counters for a game.
Several other examples, usually of Geometric pottery, come from other areas. ,Classical
specimens are not unknown. Characteristic samples of each class are listed below.
Clay
Geoinetric
257-263.

(P538; P 1793-1795; P471; P 1796-1797) Fig. 71

There are in addition thirty-fouir disks covered with a solid glaze, most of wlich are probably
Geometric but some may be Proto-attic.
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Proto-attic
264-267.
268.

(P 1798-1799;

P 537; P 1800) Fig. 71

(P 539) Fig. 71
Cut froma plaqueof wlhichthe bottom surfaceis preserved,showingthe hindquartersof a horse,
part of a chariot, wheel, and pole, with joined dot-rosettesas filling ornaments. Supplementary
purple and incisions. H. 0.05m.; W. 0.052m.; T. 0.0t m. Black glaze laid directly on the clay.
Cf. the earlier votive plaques Nos. 277 if. This resemblesmore closely well-knownCorinthiaiianid
Black-figuredplaques and a relief piece (cf. Waldstein,Arg. Her., II, pl. XLIX, 6; p. 53). Cf. the
New York Nessos amphorafor the drawingof the feet. This probablydates ca. 625 n.c.
There are twenty-five other examples decorated with straight or curving lines, which are probably

Proto-atticand six undecoratedof Proto-atticfabric.
Miseellaneous
269-274.

(P 1801-1806)

Fig. 71

Nos. 269-273 are of coarse houiseholdpottery of which thirty-threeother exampleswere found;
No. 274 is of Corinthianware.
Stole
275-276.

(ST 55-56) Fig. 71
Cut from soft poros.

TERRACOTTA PLAQUES
277.

(T 175) Figs. 72-73. Illustrated London News, Sept. 3, 1932, p. 345 (color); A. J. A.,
XXXVI, 1932, p. 388, fig. 7
A completeplaquewith holes in the uppercorners;the surface damagedat the lower left hand
side. Buff, slightly gritty clay covered by a thick white slip, front and back. On the front over
the white, a thin red wash covers the entire surface. In the centre stands a female figurewithher
arms bent upward and her hands palm out with the fingersspread. Her costumeis girded at the
waist. It apparently represents an outer and an inner garment. Above the waist, the outer garment,
which is on the left side, is painted red, the inner, on the right, yellow. This arrangement of the
garments is reversed below the waist. On the red garment: above, horizontal divisions by three
blhish-green lines; below, bluish-green circles and dots in three rows of eight. On the yellow garment:
above, two diagonal rows of four red dot-rosettes; below, a spiral-hook and rosettes in red. The

head down to the root of the neck is in mould-maderelief. The hair, painted red, is arrangedin
short curls on the foreheadand long wavy locks down to the shoulders;aroundthe head a diadem,
painted bluish-green,with dots. The armus,eyebrows, and eyes (but not the lips) are paintedred:
bluish-greenonithe irises of the eyes; red pupils.
On either side a snake rears upward. The one on the left is enclosedin a red border,which
has a triple bud pattern, red with bluish-greentouches, as a filling ornament. The snake, which
is horned,is paintedred with bluish-greendots. The one on the right extendsits fangs; it is painted
bluish-greenwith red dots, and has bluish-greendot-rosettesas filling ornaments.
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Fig. 72 Trreacotta Plaque, No. 277

From above the stone platformat the southeasternend of the house (see Plan, Fig. 2) near the
surface of the votive deposit. H. 0.248m.; W. at top 0.133m.; at bottom0.125m.; T. 0.011m.
278.

(T 184) Fig. 74
Fragment from the side of a similar plaque. A border of red lines, containingbluish-green
curves; within, part of a twisting snake, red, edged by bluish-greendots. H. 0.026m.; W. 0.032m.;
T. 0.0055m.
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(T412) Fig. 74

279.

Pierced corner fragmient from a similar plaque. On the side a narrow border of red lines witlh
bluish-green between; above: a broad red band; within: part of a twisting snake ?) with a bit of
applied bluish-green. H. 0.052 m.; W. 0.029 m.; T. 0.005 m.
There are two otlher fragments from similar plaques, with traces of a red border.

(T413) Fig. 74

280.

Pierced corner fragment from a plaque of fairly coarse reddish clay without a slip; traces of
red-paint down the side. H. 0.05 mX.; W. 0.021 m.; T. 0.006 m.

The technique of these plaques makes thein importantdocumentsin the history of
Greek painting. The complete plaque (No. 277) is the earliest Athenian painting in
polychromy that we possess; indeed, nothing so elaborate in color survivres until the
white-ground'lekythoi of the fifth century.' Instead of the traditional black, white, andl
red, we have white, red, green, and yellow. This painting has little relation to the neat,
colored drawings of the Thermon metopes or of the usual terracotta plaques.2 The color
is -aried within the outline. Complementary colors are superimposed-the red snake
has green dots and the green snake red dots. The chiton is gay with contrasting patterns.
Moreover, gradation of tone is attempted in the dilute reddish white of the background
anfd the face. The fact, however, that the arms are painted in solid red shows that the
silhouette tradition is still strong and that not yet had Greek painters adopted the
convention of differentiating in color the flesh of the sexes.3 Indeed, the appeal of the
picture lies in its barbaric color. The drawing is clumsy and careless; neither sense of
line nor of form has yet been developed even 'in Athens.
For there can be no doubt that this plaque is Athenian. The technique is that emploved
on the numerous figurines and shields from the deposit. This technique of polychroiny
in inatt color is clearly an innovation in Attica where figurines of the Geometric period
were painted with glaze. It presumably comes from the east. Cyprus seems to be the
home of polychromv, and relief plaques were painted there in color. Thence the technique
spread to Crete. The polychromy of Cretan Orientalizing vases, which includes matt
black in various shades, red, and yellow, closely resembles that of the mainland.4 The
samnetechnique appears on a set of small unpublished plaques from Eleusis. It was
apparently abandoned for plaques when the black-figured technique was developed, as
we know from the funeral pinakes. For a later example from the deposit painted in
vase technique, see No. 268.
Another curious technical point is the use on this plaque of a mould for the head
and of paint for the body. It is found on the small plaques from Eleusis and on others
Gf. Swindler, Ancient Painting, New Haven, 1929, p. 155.
Skis, Arch. Eph., 1917, pp. 208f.; fig. 19. The plaque in the lower left-hand corner should be turned
around; actually it shows the bottom of 'the dress and the feet of a woman. P. Wolters, Jahrb., XIV,
18997 p. 121.
3 Cf. J. H. S.) XXII, 1902, p. 34; Swindler, Ane. Ptg., p. 13.
4 Payne, B. S. A., XXIX, 1927-1928, p. 281.
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from the Acropolis. On these, of which the style is later, only part of the body appears;
they form the transition between our type and simple protomes.' A large moulded
terracotta head from Sparta seems also to have had a flat, painted body of the same
sort.2 Again we find the technique on a terracotta situla from Crete.3
From the style, our plaque is to be dated a little before the middle of the seventh
century. The head has the flat skull, with hair arranged in long locks and snail-shell
curls over the forehead, that appears on Cretan and Protocorinthian heads of that period.4

Z19

21 8

t0

Z93

294

Fig. 74. Fragmenits fron TrerracottaPlaques (Nos. 278-280),
and Shields (Nos. 293-294)

Characteristic also are the high set eves, the pointed chin, the long neck, and the profile
with its sharp nose and pursed nmouth. The Spartan head just mentioned is similar, if
a little broader, and its modelling is more careful. It is to be dated a little after the
milddle of the century with early Laconian II pottery. The style of our plaque is also
a little earlier than that of the Thermon metopes which Payne dates 650-630 B.C.5 On
these metopes also appear the curious divisions of the chiton into red and yellow sections
which do not represent with accuracy any known costume.6 It is probably a decorative
I

S. Casson anid D. Brooke, Cataloguteof the Acropolis Museum, II, Pt. 11, pp. 334f.; pp. 397ff.
Woodwvard,B. S. A., XXIX, 1927-1928, p. 86, No. 32, pl. I a-b.
3D. Levi, Annuario, X-XII, 1927-1929. p. 330, fig. 441.
Payne, Necrocorinthia, pl. 47; Nos. 1, 2, 4, 5; p. 234.

2
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S. A., XXVII,

"Ibid., p. 127.

1925-1926,

p. 132.
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scheme- like that on a jug from Arkades in Crete and on the Spartan ivories.' The
designs, particularlv the spiral-hook, are those of the Proto-attic repertory.
The significance of the gesture of raising the hands palm outward has been much
dlebated. It is common in pre-Greek art, both in Mycenaean figurines and in Cretan
terracottas, bronzes and gems.2 It is usually interpreted as a gesture of adoration,
which survived from Mycenaean times, apparently through Cvprus and the East, down
into the Greek period.3 The parallels nearest to our example are both from Crete: one
on a relief plaque from MIathiaand on vases from Arkades and Knossos.4 On the former no
attribute of divinity is indicated. The similar figure on the famous Boeotian relief pithos
is, however, clearly a goddess.5 The diadem and aspect of our figure also seem to
indicate that she is no mortal woman. But early terracottas show that in the confusion
of primitive thought no sharp distinction was made between the mortal and the divine
being. The worshipper could acquire merit by identifying herself with the goddess.
One of the difficulties in the interpretation of our plaque is the uncertainty regarding
the significance of the snakes in the design. Rearing snakes are often painted on late
Geometric vases merely as a decorative motive.6 On an unpublished early Boeotian
oinochoe in the Louvre, however, a snake rears up between two women who raise their
hands in astonishment or in adoration. This instance and the fact that the snakes
appear on our other fragments of plaques suggest that the scene had originally a
significance as a whole. Possibly the significance was sufficiently forgotten when our
plaque was painted for the snakes to be relegated to side panels. We may perhaps
interpret this scene as showing awe or worship of the snake, either as a supernatural
creature itself or as a representative of a supernatural being or dead hero.7 It seems
safe at least to say that the plaque was dedicated in a chthonic sanctuary. Moreover,
the type, as we have seen, has its closest contemporary parallels in Crete, which are
undoubtedly of Minoan origin. We may suppose, therefore, that the cult was some
form of the Cretan cult of the Earth-mother, transported to Attica. But what would
be lher Athenian name and character?
Nilsson traces Minoan elements in the creation of the Greek Athena and Artemis.8
Certainly our figure gives no known type of Athena, nor were similar plaques found on
the Acropolis. Moreover, the position of the deposit is highly unlikely for a dump from
the Acropolis. The type of Artemis as m6opvtaOn Co is but seldom associated with the
1

Levi, op. cit., p. 338, fig. 443 a; Arternis Orthia, pIs. XCVff.

2

M. P. NIlsSon, The Minoan-Mycencean Religion, Lund, 1927, pp. 240 f.

'

M. Collignon, Rev. Et. Gr., XV-I, 1903, pp. 306ff.
Levi, op. cit., p. 622, fig. 654; p. 330, fig. 431. An. XLVIII, 1933, p. 307, fig. 19.
P. Wolters, Arch. Eph., 1892, pp. 213 ff., pl. 9.
Cf. K. Ktister, Die Schlange in der griechischen Kunst, p. 26, however, for insistence on religious

4

symbolism.
7 Nilsson, op. cit., pp. 278 f.
8

Ibid., pp. 428, 432ff.
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snake' and in no other way resembles ours. The same arguments hold in regard to
Demeter, whose early cult is well known from the discoveries at Eleusis. Again,
the Gorgon type, familiar to us from very early times, thouglh usually represented
with snakes, is clearly not in any way connected with the figure on our plaque. By
the process of elimination, then, we are driven to consider the possibility that we have
here a type from a sanctuary hitherto little known, of a deity presumably obscure.
Fuirther evidence in this matter will be discussed in regard to the votive deposit as a
whole (see below, p. 638).
Terracotta Shields
Fragments of about thirty-three terracotta shields were found in the v'otive deposit.,
in large part east of Pit I. In general they are wheel-made of pinkish-buff clay,
decorated in thick matt colors: white, red, yellow, and bluish-green. In a few, lustrous
paint is employed. The profiles and convexity vary somewhat. They range from
0.09 m. to 0.27 mn.in diameter. The hand and arm straps ('xavog or oXdv) are usually
like those of No. 281. The designs are geometric, except in one case (No. 283) on
which a horse and rider appear.
Similar dedicatory shields have been found only occasionally elsewhere.2 Since the
round shield was introduced into Greece in late Geometric times under Oriental influence,
it is interesting to note the parallels in Cyprus.3 In Greece proper, terracotta shields
of a later date come from Corinth,4Boeotia,5 and Sparta.6 The Boeotian are dated by
Helbig at the end of the seventh century. They are decorated in rather elaborate
patterns in red, yellow, and black paint. Similar shields also came to light in the
cemetery at Eleusis7 and in the dromos of the tomb at Menidi.8 Several examples are
also listed from the Athenian Acropolis.9 It would seem, therefore, that our group,
which dates from the first half of the seventh century, is among the earliest. In
general character, it resembles most closely that from Menidi, but the Agora examples
are more carefully made and are better preserved. This group differs from all
Cf. Artemis Orthia, pl. XCIII, 2; p. 207, an example dated before the middle of the eighth century.
Wolters, Arch. Eph., 1892, pI. 10, 1.
2 In general see: W. Helbig,
0st. Jahresh., XII, 1909, pp. 45 ff.; E. Kunze, Kretische Bronzereliefs,
Stuttgart, 1931, pp. 44 f. G. Lippold, "Griechische Schilde," MiunchnerarchdologischeStudien dernAAndenken
A. Furqtwdnglersgewidimet,Miinchen, 1909, pp. 401 ff.
3 J. L. Myres, Handbook of the Cesnola Collection, New York, 1914, p. 71, Nos. 554-555.
H. B. Walters,
British Museum Catalogue of Vases, I, pt. IT, 1912, p. 207, C 1005-1006.
A. E. Newhall, A. J. A., XXXV, 1931, pp. 27 f. Recent excavations have produced Hellenistic examiples.
5 Helbig, op. cit., p. 47, fig. 35; P. V. C. Baiir, Catalogue of the StoddarcdCollection, New Haven,
1922,
p. 116 f.; Nos. 180-181; fig. 16.
6
Woodward, B. S. A., XXlX, 1927-1928, p. 99, No. 56, fig. 9.
Wolters, Jahrb., XIV, 1899, p. 120; Skias, Arch. E,ph., 1898, p. 69.

Wolters, Johrb., XIV, 1899, p. 118.
9 Ibid., p. 120; Jahrb., XII, 1897, p. 8, note 24.
8
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contemporary examples in the absence of black an(d in the use of bluish-green paint.

The significance of the dedication will be discussed in relation to the deposit as a
whole (see below, p. 637).
281.

(T 176) Figs. 75-76
Low convex shape. Blue, white, and red coneentricbands arouinda white cenitre. Foulndto
the east of Pit I. d. 0.167 m. Blue paint almost disappeared. Arm and hand stra.ps preserved.

(
4',~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~_

Fig. 75. TerracottaVotive Slhields
282.

(T 177) Fig.

75

High convex shape. Red rim with twrored lines insi(le;red centre with three red ereseentson
a cream grouind. Found with No. 281. d. 0.095 m. Arm strap preserved, hand stral) mNissinlg.
283.

(T 183) Fig. 75
Fragmentary. High convex shape witlhsharply offset rin. Ited rim; white surface with blue
touehes, on which a winged horse in red moves left on an exergue. A rider in blue wears a red
crested helmet. From the soutlhernpart of the votive deposit. Estimatedd. 0.164m. Part of arin
strap preserved. The horsemanis a popular device on black-figuredshields. (Cf. Chase,Harvard
Stud.,XiII, 1902, p. 110). Th'Iiewinged horse is a comnnonisuibject on Proto-attic vases.
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284. (T 245) Fig. 77
Red outside, with splotches of spilt black lustrous glaze; inside, a tlhin pale clay slip. Arm
and lhandstraps preserved. From the edge of Pit F. d. 0.13m.

Fig. 76.

Interior of T'erracottaShield,

Votive Shield, No. 284.
Fig. 77. 'I'erracotta
Scale 1:2'/2

No. 281

i_

Fig. 78. TerracottaVotive Shields
285.

(T 178) Fig. 78
Almost complete. Low convex shape. One half red with white rim; the other white with red
riin. Found with No. 281. d. 0.144m. Only an arm strap inside.

286.

(T 179) Fig. 78
Lowvconvexshape. Red.rim, white surface; cenitreanothercolor(blue?). Found with No. 281.
d. 0.1.39m. Slight traces of burninginside. Arm and lhandstraps preserved.
41
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287. (T 181) Fig. 79
Fragmientary. Lowi-conivex shape. On the rin, alternatinig grollps of red and greeni trianigles.
Iniside: a six-petal orniamentin alternating red and bluish-green with alternating arcs between. Red
inside. Fouind with No. 281. Estimated d. 0.275 m. Broken arm and hand straps. Corrected or
earlier drawing visible. For the design cf. the shield device on a Geometric slierd. Athens, National
No. 283.
MuiseuLin

Fig. 79. Terracotta Votive Shield, No. 287, Restored. Froimia Water-color by P. de Jong.
Scale 1:23/4

288.

(T 278) Fig. 80
Low conivex slhape slopinig gradtually into the riun. Concentric bands of lustrouisbrownislh-black
glaze; on the rim inisideanidacross the centre, unevenlbands. From the votive deposit area, scattered.
Estimated d. 0.135 m. Broken arm strap. Fragmenits friom a similar shield with inatt red bands
wverefound.

289.

(T 277) Fig. 80
Fragtmentary. Low convex shape. Yellow rim. Oni the suirface white withi traces of a red
centre. From the votive deposit area. d. 0.18 m. Slight traces of burning. Aria and liand straps
pireserved.

Votive Shields
Fig. 80. Fragmiienitary

x~~~~~~~~~~~,

29,

Fig. 81. Fragmentary Votive Shields
41*
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(T 182) Fig. 81

290.

Fragmentary. Low convex shape. Red rim, white surface. d. 0.1.67m.

291. (T 202) Fig. 81
Somewhat high convex shape gradtially sloping into the rim. White slip, over whiicl a bllue
rim with a red inner line; white band round a red centre with a red triangle (?) on it. From the
votive deposit. Estimated d. 0.108 m. Single strap at right angles to the rim.

292. (T 180) Fig. 81
Fragmentary. High convex shape. Red rim, coicentric bands of bluie, white, and yellow round
a white centre. Found with No. 281. d. 0.18 m. Traces of burning after breakage. The yellow
paint over the white. Hand strap and traces of arm strap inside.

293.

(T 414) Fig. 74
Rimnfragment. High convex shape. White slip; on tlle rim dots; inside traces of green and
red. From the votive deposit area. W. 0.022 in.; D. 0.023 m.
In addition there are nine sizable fragments from similar shields, similarly decorated in matt
paint, and maniy small ones giving twenty to twenity-five more shields.

294.

(T 415) Fig. 74
Rim fragment. High convex shape sloping into the rim. On the rim, dots, on the surface
concentric bands in lustrous red to black glaze. From the votive deposit area. W. 0.037 in.; I). 0.033 m.

Terracotta Figurines
Figurines, mostly in small fragments, are numerous in the votive deposit. They form
a consistent group. With the possible exceptions of Nos. 304 and 308, they are crudely
hand-made fromnbuff clay like that of Proto-attic pottery. Only a few show a lustrous
glaze (Nos. 294, 306, 310-315, 318). The rest are painted with the matt colors that are
also used on the shields, white, red, blue, and yellow, sometimes painted on a white slip,
sometimes laid directly on the clay. They resemble Boeotian figurines of the same
period, but the colors are harder.
The types are those most common everywhere at this period. Figures of horses and
horsemen, four-horse teams, and warriors, have parallels in most museums of Greece and
in many of Europe. The origin appears to be oriental.' This group is especially significant in the limited dating of its context. None appears to be Geometric2 and probably
few are later than the middle of the seventh century. But in such crude work, it is
difficult to define peculiarities which may not be found on survivals of these early types
into far later times.5 We may perhaps consider the following details as characteristic
1 Cf. A. Roes, De Oorsprung der geom7tetrischeKtunst, Haarlem, 1931, pp. 120ff.
2 Cf. A?'temis Orthia, pp. 157f. Geometric figurines are also rare in Sparta.

C
Cf. Newhall, A. J. A., XXXV, 1931, p. 26.
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of this period: of the meni: the pointed niose and beard; of the horses: the short blunt
iuzzle with iricised mouth and nostrils; the harness in relief; the very short body with
a thick neck; and the tail maodelledflat and simall hanging down against one leg. The
tails of Geomnetrichorses arid of late hand-miradecopies are usually thicker and project
markedly from the body. But even in our group, there is considerable variation. Before
the mouldlhad set types, the coroplast indulged his fancy in proportions and in shapes
as well as in details.
In general, these terracottas resemble closely those found at Eleusis, on the Acropolis,
anid at Menidi.' They are no less grotesquely primnitivethan the hand-inade figurines of
the samneperiod at Sparta.2
295. (T 416) Fig. 82
Lowverpart of ail elongated columniarfigure; at the top, traces of a girdle; below, wavy bands
black glhze. Froina Pit. H. 0.084m.; T. ca. 0.031m. BIrownishclay. The shapeappears
of lutstrotus
to be a descendantof the Myceniaeaii
staiidinggoddess type, but the techlniqueis Subgeometric.
296. (T 193) Fig. 82
body, broad shotulders,aiid spreadinigbase; Ihisright armi
Standinigbeardedmtanwith columniar
is blentat the elbow, hiis left was extended farther from his body. Traces of white slip and red
paint. Brokenifrom a base. Froin tlle deposit east of Pit I. H. 0.097mi.; W. 0.041in. The figure
leai s forward a little and may wcll have been driving lhorses. The usual Suibgeometrictype
(cf. Blinkenlberg,Lindos, 1, pl. 87, No. 1962).
(T 194) Fig. 82
Standing helmeted bearded manl,hiis right arnmraised as for a spear; a shield probablyhung
on his left arm. White slip aid red paint on top of the helmet and on the lower part of the body
and under spreadingbase. Fotnd witlh No. 298. H. 0.081ni.; T. above base 0.019m. The bit of
shield restoredin the plhotographas hangitngon the arm may liave come from this figture. Cf. the

297.

Cypriote type (Myres, Cesnola Coll., p. 344, No. 2099).

298. (T 208) Pigs. 82 and 85
Standiiugiale figtirewitli a piilchedface; his armis,inowbrokein,extendedsideways; the figmreis
brokenoff oni the bottom at the back. White slip aid red lines on the head and body; blue on
the face. From iuniderthe late wall of Pit G. IL 0.071 m.; rT. at lower part 0.016 m. Very
iriegtllar; possibly from a horse gronp as No. 328 witlhwhich it is restoredon Fig. 85.

299. "T 186) Fig. 82
Fourl horse-teal. 'I'lhe

driver stands oil a narrow bar against the Iiiidlegs of the horses, his

lhandsresting oii their backs. He aiid the horses are decoratedwith alterniatingred aimdblue lines
laid directly on the clay, with traces of white onione side; oii the necks of the inner horse, blue
H. 0.113 n.; W. 0.054in.
lines onily. From the southernipart of the votive deposit arca. Estimnated
'T'hefront legs of the liorses are missing. This is evidently a stenographic representation of a chariot
I
2

Wolters, op. cit., pp. 121f.
Artemis Or-thia,pls. XL---XLI.
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suchll as appears oni the AlacMillaiilekythos (Pfuhlil,fig. 58). Simiiilarpieces lhave been founidin Eleusis,

of which seven are exhibited ill the Museum (Winter, Typenkatalog,I, p. 25, 2), and oni the Atheniian
Acropolis (Acrop. MIus.Cat., 11, p. 430, No. 1211), and at Meniidi (Jahrb., XIV, 1899, p. 122, fig. 26).
Another is in the Munich Pinakothiek (No. 5602).

300.

(T 249) Fig. 82
Fragmentary similar group. White slip withi horizonital anid vertical banids of alterinate red and
blue. From Pit I at a depth 2.20 m. below the votive deposit level. H. 0.09 m.; W. 0.055 m. Most
of the upper part and the forelegs missing. Seven sizable fragments from similar groups were also
found, as well as many smaill ones.-
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Fig. 82. Terracotta Fig'urines from the Votive Deposit

301. (T 206) Fig. 82
Driver from a similar group. He hias a pinched face; his arms are extenided sidewNays. He
wears a helmet. From the centre of the votive deposit. H. 0.079 in.; W. at shoulders 0.025 inl.

302. (T 195) Fig. 83
Bearded rider, hiis legs benit-back, bothi arms extenided forward. He wears a red bolt anld cross
straps of red and yellow. Found with No. 281. H. 0.09 mn.; span of legs 0.047 M. No trace of
attachment beneath. For the position of the legs, of. Cypri'ote riders (Myres, Cesnola Coll., p. 344,
No. 2093). Cf. a Spartan example, B. S. A., XXIX, 1927- 1928, p. 81, fig. 3, NTo.26.
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303. (T 199) Fig. 83
Fragmiienitarysimilar figture, witlh hiis riglht arm bent up to lhold a spear aindhiis left bent forward,
wearing cross-straps of red and yellow (?). From the southern part of the area. H. 0.064 in.;
greatest T. 0.018 m.

30

309

Fig. 83. Proto-attic Figurines froiii the Votive Deposit

Horses

Group of Four Horses
304A. (T196) Fig. 84
Horse, wearing a collar and the bosses of a bridle at thc side of the head; traces of a yoke
oni the back; no tail. Trheiiostrils and monith are incised. Bluie paint with toilches of a red bridle.
From the votive deposit area, southenlr enid. H. 0.155i m.; L. 0.082 m. The absence of tail and the

dash of red paint at the back suiggest that there was a chariot at the back of the irregular
base which shows traces of attachment for four horses (L. 0.147 in.; W. 0.102 m.; T. 0.015 m.;
traces underneath of its having rested, whenl the clay wvassoft, uponi a roughly planed wooden
suirface).
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B. (T 200) Fig. 84
Similar fragmentary horse. Bridle, collar, and yoke broken. Unpainted, except for splashed
flecks of red paint. Found near No. 304, together witlh the kantharos No. 200, and Nos. 97-98,
133-134, 329. H. 0.10 m.; L. 0.073 m.

305.

(T 192) Fig. 83
Fragmenitary neck and head of a
horse. Traces of a collar. Touches of red
and white paint on the neck. Frotn east
of Pit l. HI.0 085 in.; T. at bottom 0.03 m.
The breakage at the bottom of the nieck
indicates that the body may lhave been
hollow. In size and in teelnique this
differs slighltly from No. 304.

306.

(T 224) Fig. 85
Horse from a similar group, wearinig a
collar, bridle-bosses, anidgirtli; traces of a
yoke. Mlouth incised; a small tail hangs
dowii the left hiindleg. Covered with red
paint except under the body; blue bridle
and a blue splotch on the left side. Froi
west of l'it I. H. 009 in.; L. 0.081 in.

301 Z

307 A. (T 223) Fig. 83
Fraginenteary lhorse fromii a simiiilar
withi a yoke pr-eserved, tuirned up

grollp,

at the end; part of a bar against the left
foreleg; the tail lhangs down the riglht leg.
Painted in lustrous black glaze with traces
of red on the left side. From the votive
deposit, centre (see Fig. 2). H. 0.079 m.;
L. 0.059 in.

Fig. 84. FragmenitaryTerracotta Group of four Horses,
No. 304. Scale ca. 1: 2

B. (T 219) Fig. 83
Similar horse. No trace of a yoke. The tail lhanigsdowvnthe left leg. Covered vitli traces of
black lustrous glaze. From beside Pit I. H. 0.116 m.; L. 0.063 in. I)espite the absenice of a trace
of a yoke, this horse is identical in size find type with A and probably comes from the same group.

308.

(T 204) Fig. 83
Horse standinig, with the tail haniging dowln the right leg. White slip with red stripes; red
dots and bars across the chest and forelegs. Fromnbeside Pit I. H. 0.165 in.; L. 0.082 m.

309.

(T 198) Fig. 83
Large head vith miiodelledears, forelock, and inostril. Wlhite slip, with yellow painit and red
lines for the mane on the right side and for the eye(?). From the votive deposit, souithern part.
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H. 0.112 m.; W. at bottom 0.051 in. The breakage inidicates that the body inay have been hollow.
Inasmuch as oiily onie side is painted, possibly it coines from a groulp.

310.

(T197) Fig. 83
enid.
Fragmnentary lhead. Painited red oII the riglht side only. Fromnthe votive deposit, souitlherni
H. 0.055 mn.; WV.at bottom 0.035 m. Probably from a group.

311.

(T 205) Fig. 86
Body with traces of a projectinigtail. Painted witlhblack lustrous glaze. From Pit E. H. 0.038 In.;
L. 0.084 in. 'T'liethiin body anid clumsy modelling seem to be indications of an early date.

Fig. 85. Restored Terracotta Chariot Group. Scale 1: 2

312.

(T417) Fig. 86
Fragmentary forepart. Banids and lines of lustrouis red glaze oni the left side and splotchles on
the right. Prolm the general. area. H. 0.081 In.; W. 0.049 m.

313.

(T 418) Fig. 86
Fragmentary hiindquarterswitlh the tail hanging down right leg. Lustrous browinish-blackglaze
over the rear. From the votive deposit, centre. H. 0.06 m.; W. 0.042 m.

314-324. (T218; T189; T220; T209; T188; T203; T268; T190; TQOI; T207; T191)
Fig. 86
Small horses painted with inatt white and red except Nos. 314-315, 318 wlhich lhave touelhes of
lutstrous glaze.
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(T 187) Fig. 86
Bird with a long nieck and tail, on a spreading base. Whlite slip with alterniate red and blue
stripes. From the votive deposit, southern end. H. 0.057 m.; L. 0.05 m. The species is not easily ideiitifiable; probably some form of water-bird. Cf. Roes, De Oorspriung
der geometrischelKunst,
p. 122, fig.127.
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Fig. 86. Miscellaneous Terracottas from the Votive Deposit

326.

(T 419) Fig. 86
Fragmentary sniake(?) covered with a wlhite slip and red paint except for a narrow reserved
band underneath. From the votive deposit area. L. 0.014 in.; d. 0.012 m. The most plausible interpretation of this object is that it represents a snake.

327. .(T321) Fig. 86
Wheel, with a smooth rim, bored through the centre. From the votive deposit area, southern
end. d. 0.054 m.; T. 0.008 m. Light reddish-brown highly inicaceous clay, like that of Proto-attic
household ware. Probably from a chariot, possibly merely a disk.
There are also several bases for horses and one for a figuire standing in front of some object,
like a Boeotian group, and numerous small fragments of horses of the types listed.
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328. (T 420) Fig. 85
FJraginentof a base uponI wlhicll tlle body of a clhariot is preserved, showing traces of the
driver wvhostood iniside. Traces of pinkish paint on the clhariot; red oil the sides and a bit on
the top. Fromn the filling over the votive deposit.
11. 0.038 ini.; W. 0.08 in. Fromi a group like No. 304,
possibly with the lhorse No. 306, whiclh is oii the
samiie scale anid covered with the same paint. Tro_
illuistrate the type, this piece lhas beeil photographed
4
vith Nos. 306 alud 298 (whiicl is on slightly too
slniall sca'le).
BroIize,
329.

(B87)

i?ig.87

Frag?gmentary votive tripod; legs riveted at the
riml; shallow bowl. Foutnd inside the Proto-attic
kanltlharos No. 201 in the cenltral ptirt of the votive
deposit area. d. of the bowl ca. 0.055 m. Thin and
poorly inade. Similar votive tripods of the samie period
were founidat Sounion (Arch. Efph., 1917, pp. 207-208,
fig. 18; Nationial Mlfuseumtn),
anid at Olympia (Olymp., IV,
1p. XXVI1, Nos. 53' ff.).

Fig. 87. Restorationi of a Bronize Votive
Tripod, No. 329. Scitle 2: 3

APPENDIX
After the foregoig catalogue had been miade, the excavationis of 1933 produced:l
a number of sherds that seemed worthy of publication in connection with it. In no
case was the place of discovery of great significance. The deposit in the foundations
of the stoa in Sectioni Epsilon was in geineral consistently Proto-attic, though thrown
in not earlier than the late sixth century. These sherds are listed here for their intrinsic
value and it must be noted that, with the exception of No. 330, they can bear no
relation to the previous group.
330.

(P 811) 11ig. 88
A plastic griffini's lhead protomiiefromiia large bowl that was glazed iniside. The poinited ears
are brokeni; a liorn sprinlgs frorn the forelhead. It is covered with a creamy slip; on the neck is a
dotted scale patterln iii dilute glaze; black glaze oil the tongue, ears, and a band down the back
of the neck. Fotunidini 1932 in a cistern not far fromiithe votive deposit. H. 0.123 m.; W. 0.043 m.
Piilkish clay. 'r'lie knob on .the forehead, often rendered as an ornament in bronze, seems in this
case to represent a horn. Clay versions of tlle great bronze kraters with griffin protomes are not
unconmmon(Arg. Heeraeurn,II, p. 41, No. 262, pl. XLVIII, 15; B. S.A., XXIX, 1927-1928, p. 78, fig. 2,
to. 13; Levi, Annuario, X-XII, 1927-1929, p. 323, fig. 420 a; there are some new examples from the
Kerameikos). It is interestinlg to niote that the legendary prototype of this kind of bowl was
dedicated by the Sanuians in honor of their discovery of Tartessos at just about the time that our
votive deposit was discarded (Herod. IV, 152; Boehlau, Jahrb., II, 1887, p. 64, note 26). Trlis example
is a simplificeationof the bronze originials of the later type (cf. Olynmp.,IV, pp. 119 ff., pl. XLV-VII,
XLIX; Clara Rhodos, VI-VlJ, p. 330, figs. 76-77, Nos. IX, 1-2). Orientalizinig style.
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331. (P 1936) Fig. 88

Fragment of the lower part of a large kantharos. Above the riing-foot alternatinlg black anid
wlhite rays, with swastika filling ornaments. Above the rays a zone of coursing white hlotundsand
black hares, with spiral hlooks, zigzags, and trefoil fillinig ornaments; above, portion of a zone showing
a clhariot race. The upper zones are divided by a groove. Black rinig uindernIeatlh.
From the filling in the foundations of the stoa in Section Epsilon. H. 0.105 in.; d. base 0.67 ni.
Trhe white is applied directly oIn the clay for the rays and on black paint for the hound. This
kanitharos is inore elaborate and later than any from the deposit (Nos. 200 if.). 'I'lTechariot occuirs

~~~~~~~~~~~~3

3

Fig. 88. Miscellaneous Proto-attic Sherds
frequently on Proto-attic vases, thouglh usually in solemniiiprocessioni, not so often racinig as the
position of the feet of the horse oln this piece suggests (cf. the Hymettos amphora, New York Nessos
amphora, and Graef-Langlotz, Akrop.-Vasen,I, pl. 13, Nos. 364, 368 b). The coUlrsing houind miiotive is
far more popular onl Protocorinthian vases thaii on Proto-attic, of wlhich onily two examples are
known to me (Graef-Laniglotz,I, pl. 13, No. 370; Richter, Hantdbk.of the MetropolitanMus., p. 61, fig. 36).
For rays of alternatinigdark and light color, cf. thc Burgon lebes, Karlsruhe krater, aild Anz., XLVII,
1932, p. 202, fig. 7. Orientalizing style.

332.

(P 1423) Figs. 88-89
Fragment from the stem of the higlh hanldle of a lid, broken at both ends. Decoration in five
zoinesheraldically placed about a central line of alternating guilloches and zigzags. In the upper zone,
horses' feet; below, sphinxes witlhuplifted paws; below, horses with hanging bridles; below, crouching
sphinxes; below, horses. From the surface of Section Theta. H. 0.064 m.; d. at centre 0.022 m.
Buiff clay with lustrous brownish-black glaze. An unpainted rib down the back.
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T'his probably is the stem of the handle of the lid of a large ampphoraor krater. l'he design
is unusuial, but the details are in good Proto-attic style. Sphinxes with uplifted paws occur on the
Theban krater, which is similar in style (cf. also Arch. Eph., 1912, p. 5, fig. 2), more so than the jug
in Munich (Jahrb., XXII, 1907, p. 100, figs. 13-14). The scaly wings, however, are closer to those oll the
Muxnichjug than to those on later fragments (Ath. Mitt., XX, 1895, pl. III, 2). The drawing of the
horses is more advanced than that on the pyxis in Athens (.Jahrb.,II, 1887, p. 55, fig. 20). It is in the
spirit of the kothon with lions in the Acropolis Museum (ibid., figs. 21-22). Early Orientalizinigstyle.

A;

Figr. 89). Proto-attic Sherd, No. 332. Projection drawn by P. de Jonig.
Scale 5: 1

333.

(P 2435) Fig. 90
Fragrnent from the lower part of a conical stand, decorated witlh a broad band at the bottom and
panels of careless geometric designs. From the foundations of the stoa in Section Epsilon. H. 0.096 m.;
W. 0.178 m. A typical stand for a large krater, of S,ubgeometric style. 'T'hedesigns are unuiisuial.

334.

(P 3400) Fig. 90
Fragmnentfrom a krater decorated on the rim with bars; below, horizontal lines of varying widtlh,
the upper two with subordinate vertical lines. Glazed inside. Same provenience. H. 0.083 m.;
IV. 0.16 m. Glaze brown outside, black inside. The profile and type of this wide-mouthed krater
are commnoin.Subgeometric style.
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335.

(P 2403) Fig. 90
Fragment from a krater decorated with horizontal lines and concentric circles, their centres joined
by a line; glazed inside. Saine provenience. H. 0.057 m.; W. 0.053 m. The design is unuisual. The
wheels on Theran vases are never so joined. On one sherd from Delos (B. C.H., XXXV, 1911, p. 382,
fig. 46) two circles are joined by a bar wlhich does not penetrate them. Subgeometric style.

33$~

333M

J37

Fig. 90. Miscellaneous Proto-attic Sherds, Nos. 333-337,

336.

anid onie Protocorinthliani,No. 338

(P 2401) Fig. 90
Half a small dish with a loop lhandle; bars oni the flat rin; a wavy line below it; groups of
fine lines below and a band around and unider the foot. Glazed iniside with a reserved band. Same
provenience. H. 0.031 m.; W. 0.148 m. Black glaze inside; black to red ouitside. This is our best
examiple of the type of dish that was extremely popullar in the seventh cenituiry(see Nos. 185 ff.).
Subgeometric style.

337.

(P 2394) Fig. 90
Fragment from anl amphora(?) decorated below with a purple band, showing a human left leg
and part of the other leg, advancing to the right, painted in white, with an incised rosette as filling
ornament behind. From a miscellaneous filling. H. 0.049 ni.; W. 0.047 m. Buff slightly lustrous
surface as No. 133; lustrous black paint. The drawing of the leg is not unlike that on the Kynosarges
amphora, though on a much smaller scale. The use of wlhite, purple, and incised details are
characteristic also of this period, about the middle of the seventh centuiry. Orientalizing style.
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(P 2396) Fig. 90
Fragmentfrom ani oinochoe(?). Rays below and a panielabove, borderedby horizonitaland
vertical lines enclosing a guilloche and a tendril ending in a palmette. From the foundations of
the stoa in SectionlEpsilon. H. 0.096m.; W. 0.082m. Clay pinkish with a fine creamy slip inside
and out. Paint red, diluitefor the interior of the tendril. The techniquieof this extraordinarypiece
is certainly Protocorinthian,buit the wide disposalof the decorationiis culrious. In addition, the
gtuillocheof dark and light strands is not the usual Protocorinthiantype (cf. Joliansen,pl. IV, 4;
VI 2), but it often occuirs on Proto-attic (cf. No. 144). Similarly, Protocorinthian techinique does not
to my knowledge fill a dark outline with diltute wash as on our Proto-attie sherd No. 133. Again,
the uisual IProtocorinthianitendril ornament ends in a mueh coniventionalized palmette like a tassel,
wlhereas this example resenmblesthat on Nos. 136 and 169. In fact this piece coiiu(I be said to bshow
Proto-attic iniflulence.

Discussion of the Proto-attic material
This survey of the Proto-attic material from the Agora has indicated interesting
a(l(litions to our previous knowledlge of the field.' In the first place, it has shown the
suiitability of the term Proto-attic for the pottery miade in Attica after Geometric an(d
before Black-figured 'vases. Geometric ware, although varying somewhat locally, has a
consistent character throughout Greece. The individuality of the towIns is not so clearly
imiipressedl
iuponit as upon the more complex and (lifferentiated orientalizing wares. Geometric ware mtiaybe called Panhellenic in character. Proto-attic is, however, like Protocorinithian, the first product of the city-state. It is significant also that we miust call
this product Attic andt not Athenian. Our excavations have shown that Phaleron ware
is really a subdivision of this class; it is not found in Athens. The Athenian prodiuct
is inlividual and reco(rnizable,distinct in shapes, technique, and style.
It miiustbe remnembered,however, that the Agora deposit is definitely limited both in
(late and in character. The excavations at the Kerameikos2 have produced contemporary
material of another character which shows the versatility of the Proto-attic potter. When
a11this inaterial is available, a revision of the o0l( and a comparative study of the new
will be most fruitful and informative for an interesting, period in Athenian-history. But
since this paper must restrict itself to the presentation of the material from the Agora
alone, no complete stuidy will be attempted of foreign influences, chronology, or artistic
value of the ware as a whole. Looking upon the pottery, figurines, and plaques as the
pro(luct of one craft, we shall consider the technique, form, and style.
On the accompanying table (Fig. 91), the discussion is summarized in convenient form
for reference, but no rigid divisions or categories are inten(le(l. Well-known examples of
1 The most iiportanit studies on Proto-attic pottery are: J. Boehlau, " Friiliattische Vasen," Jahrb.,
II, 1887, pp. 33ff.; G. M.A. Richter, " A New Early Attic Vase," J. H. XS., XXII, 1912, pp. 370ff.; I. Hackl,
I'Zwei friihattisclic Gefff13eder Mtiichner Vasensammlung," Jah?rb.,XXIJ, 1907, pp. 78ff.; Pfuh], Malerei und
Zeichnung, J. pp. 121ff., with ftll bibliography; cf. J. D. Beazley, Attic Black-Figure, Londoni, 1928, pp. 8ff.,
and Canib.Anc. fist., IV, p. 588. Thlcre is importaiit unpublished material in the British Museum, Athens
Museum (cliefly Plialeron ware), Aegina Museum (from tlle recent excavations by Welter), at the Kerameikos,

in Eleusis,

and in private collectionis in Berlini and Athens.

See Anz. XLVIII, 1933, pp. 262 ff.
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VASE
(Provenience, Museum No.)

CLASS

SUBGEOM-

REFERENCE

Krater, Kerameikos
Athens 467

Ath. Mitt., 1892, pl. 10

Fragment, Athens

ibid., 1895, pI. III, 1

Amphorae, Phaleron
725-640 i.

Athenis 14488-14489
Miniature Vases, Phalerol

Amphlora,Phaleroii

Eph., 1911, p. 248, figs. 6-7;
Delt., 1916,p. 27,figs. 11-12

Ibid., figs. 15-16.l

Anmphora,Hymettos
Berlini 56

Jahrb.,1887, p1. 5

Amuphora,Pikrodaplhni

B. C. H., 1893, pl. 2-3

ALIZING

725-675

Hydria, Analatos
Atlhens 468

Jahrb., 1887, pl. 3- 4

Fragment, Elel sis
Eleulsis
Amnphora,Athenls

E)ph.,1912, p. 5, fig. 2

i.%.

184, 196-197, 201, 210,
218, 221, 333-335

First appearance of Orienit-

Nos. 139, 142, 144, 150, 152,
154, 158-157, 162, 166167, 178 182, 185-193,
213,

216--217, 220, 332, 336

VasenfiUhr
er, pl. 7
Neiugebanier,

Berlin 313:12
Fragrnents, Phlaleroni
Athens?

caX.

161, 170, 174-177, 183

198, 200, 202-208,

Athens 469

ORIENT-

and dishes.

m11'any
aaliziug motives;
oinocloai aind kantharoi.

Athlens

EARLY

Degeneration of Geometric
technique;many amphorae
Nos. 40, 126-131, 138, 148,

Athens

ETRIC

AGORA EXAMPLES

Eph., 1911, pp. 249f., figs. 11
to 15

Kiater, Thebes
Atlhens 464

Jahrb., 1887, pl. 4

lirater, Athens

,Tahrb.,1907, pl. 1

MAunich
JuLg, Phaleron

Ibid., p. 100, figs. 13-44

Munich J 221
Krater, Athens
KarlsrLlaheC 2678

Ibid., p. 99, fig. 12

Krater, Athens
Cambridge 7/25

C.V.A., Canbhridge,1, pl. II, 7

Fragmiienits,
Athens, Acropolis
Atlhens 344--364

Graef-Langlotz, Akirop.-Vas.,
1, pls. :12-13
Fig. 91. Table of the Chronology of Proto-attic
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CLASS

~~VASE

I(Prov P

REFERENCE

MuSE No.)
enience, Museumn

"Burgon Lobes," Athens
Brit. Mus.

AGORA EXAMPLES

Jug, Plhaleron
Athens 1085

Pfuhl, 'fig. 82; J. H. S., 1926, Development of Orientalizing
p. 207, fig. 1
tnotives; many amphorae
and oinochoai.
Jahrb., 1887, p. 52, fig. 14
Nos. 132-134, 136,143, 145-

Fragment, Athiens

Ath. Mitt., 1895, pl. II1, 2

Atheins

ORIENTALIZI\TG
Cc.

(1756-40 n.c.

i

Amphora. Athens
Metrop. AIus., New York

J. H. S., 1912, pp. 370ff., pl. X
to XII

Lobes fragment

Anz., 1932, p. 199, figs. 6-7

Atlhens,

146, 155, 158, 163-165,
169,

171, 194,

199,

214-215, 223-224,
331

209

330-

Kerameikos

L,ebes fragmenit, West of

G.V. A., Pays-Bas, 2, III He,

Acropolis

pl. 4, 4

'I'Tle Hague

(?)

Amphlora, Atlhens,

J. H. S., 1902, pp. 29ff., pls. 1I

Kynosarges

to 1

I Brit. School,
I Nat. Mlts.
.Fragments,

Athen.s

Graef-Langlotz,

Atlhenis 36Iff.

LIGHIT ON

I)ARK

Skyphos, Attica

Akicop.

Geometric, Orientalizing, and

ated with a bird in yellowislh-wbite paint

naturalistic designs light
on a dark ground.
Nos. 32, 137, 159, 168, 172173, 195, 211-212, 222

Nat.NMis. case 5, No. 14437

ca.

Jar, Phaleron
Atlhenis?

Vas.,

A red-glazed skyphos decor-

640 n.c.
7252.n--

HOUSE-

-

T, pl. 13

Delt., 1916, p. 26, fig. 8

HOLl)

Highly mica6eous clay; Geometric decorations in inciSiOn.

Nos. 20, 26--27,

225-243

IPottery Covering the Period of the, Agora Deposit
42
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Proto-attic ware are listed for colmparison, stylistically grouped in a general chronological
ordler. No attempt is mnade to place the fragm-entary Agora material in such order
within the large classes. Silnce no vase is listed for comparison that does not bear some
reference to this material, exam-ples of the Phaleron aicl Vourva styles ancl all the latest
phase of Proto-attic have in general been om-jtted. For any thorough study of the
chronology and character of Proto-attic, the contents of over thirty-five boxes of shercds
from our deposit which were not in themselves worthy of publication. should be reconsiclered, as well as sherdls from other parts of the Agora.
Technique
In the Proto-attic material we have observed two techniques which are generally kept
rigidly distinet, the use of lustrous glaze for pottery and of polychrolmy in matt colors
for terracottas. This Athenian differentiation of techniques lies midway between the
colntemnporaryCorinthian use of glaze in both classes and the Boeotian predilection for
matt polychromy in both. The colors on the Agora plaques, shields, and terracottas are
painted usually on a hard white slip, very occasionally on the clay itself. The colors
are remarkably firm- and well preserved. We have noted how they differ from other
colors used during the same period in Attica and Boeotia in the absence of black paint
and in the presence of greenish-blue.
Red and blue are the usual colors; yellow is
fairlv common.1 This teclhnique presumably camne from Cyprus through Crete together
with the Orientalizing motives (see above, p. 606).
The technique of the vases is surprisingly varied. As Miss Richter has pointed out,
the potter is trying experiments which will lead to the consistent and successful techniquie
of Black-figured ware.2 Throughout the early part of the seventh century, he follows the
Geometric tradition of a glaze varying front- browln to black on a buff ground. This
glaze is often poor and fromn careless firing, often turns red in part. The red varies
from scarlet to purplish. The variation in color between red and black was put to
decorative advantage and therefore presumably the potter had some means of controlling
it (e.g. No. 336). In many cases the clav is poorly washed, the suLrface brownish, anld
the glaze dull and unevenly streaked, tending to coagulate into patches (Nos. 150, 158,
333). Again it has a metallic sheeni not at all unlike that of Hellenistic glaze (Nos. 177,
203, 205, 206). In only one case is the thick matt-red paint of figurine technique folun(d
on a vase (No. 201). These variations in quality are probablv due to carelessness rather
than to conscious effort, for the Proto-attic potter is capable of an. excellent technical
product. His best work is mrtadeof well-levioated buff clay with a slightly lustrous
surface, a little less hard than that of Geometric. On it he uses a good black glaze
more inclined, however, to crack and peel than that of Attic Geometric. This technique,
I
2

Cf. Acrop. Cat., 1I, pp. 336f.
J.II. S., XXXII, .1912,p. 380.
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which occurs chiefly on work of the Orientalizing style (Nos. 145-146, 214-215, 331), often
also includes the use of stubsidiarywhite and purple colors, and of incision. The white
is usually laid on the clay, but in one case (No. 331) over thick black glaze. White,
of course, was used on black continuouisly from late Geometric times onward.' Our
unique polychrome example (No. 133) is peculiar even in the surface of the clay, which
has a warm lustre, nearer to that of the Polychrome Matt-painted ware of the Middle
Helladic period than to that of Geometric. The heavy outline filled with color is more
in the technique of muajorpainting than in that of vases (cf. also No. 338).
The material from the Agora includes a few pieces of a Light on Dark technique to
my knowledge not hitherto recognized as Proto-attic. It is a parallel to the Black
PolvYhrome style of Protocorinthian, which begins about the middle of the sevenlth
century.2 The Protocorinthian style is more elaborate, however, in the use of incision
anid applied purple as well as white. Our ware appears rather to resemble the Cretanl
Light on Dark style in which white details are painted on a brownish-black glaze as
in late Geometric froin Laconia and elsewhere on the mnainland. This style has been
consi(lered a Minoan survival.3 Presumably it spread from Crete to Greece and also to
the islands, to judge from its occasional occurrence in Delos.4 The use of red in addition
to white in Delos is paralleled on one piece from the Agora (No. 159). It is a difficult
ware to date, but the Agora examples includcleSubgeometric and early Orientalizino(
shapes (Nos. 32, 211-212) and in addition the well de-veloped shape and (design of
the specimiens with the octopus

(Nos. 137, 168).

Presumably,

then, the Proto - attic

style startedl before the Protocorinthian but never attaine(I the same development an(I
popularity. It is another example of Cretan influence in Attica at the very beginning of
the Orientalizing perio(l. But, what is even more interesting, it preserves a Geometric
tradition which later becomes typically Athenian-namely, the covering of the body of
the amphora with solid glaze. When the Athenian potter takes over the horse protome
from the islands-' he sets it on an amphora of shape not unlike that of No. 137, in a.

panel on the solid black body which he inherited from this oldler tradition (cf. also the
glaze(d amaphoraeNos. 126-130).
Shapes. Figs. 30, 34, 36, 40, 44, 46, 63, 66
At first Proto-attic shapes are mere (legenerations of their Geometric prototypes.
Degeneration ten(Is naturally toward slurrin( transitions so that the sharp differentiation

of the parts of the vase, which is characteristic of the best Geometric work, gradually
weakens. This weakness may be seein, for instance, in the tall vases such as amphorac,
l Cf. Rlumrpf,Az., XXXVIII-)X,
2 paylne, op. cit., p. 19.

1923-1924,

pp. 48-49; Payne, N-ecrocor., p. 347, note 1.

Payne, B. S. A., XXIX, 1927 1928,p. 27(;.
IPoulsen and D)ngas, B. C. I, XXXV, 1911, p. 102, Nos. 72-74
DI)gas. La Crantique des Cyclaydes, Paris, 1925, p. 262.

and p.- 404.
42*
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hydriai, anid oinochoai on which the dlifferenitiation betweeni nieck anl shoulder is still
narked (Nos. 126-127, 129, 132, 133(?), 136, 162, 210, 221). The tendency toward flattening
out transitions develops curves. In aiaphorae and oinochoai (Nos. 137-139, 211-214, 220,
225, 228-232, 241) the neck is merged with the body. Kraters becomue ovoid on tall
conical bases. Bowls and dishes develop flaring curves in following the same law of
least resistance. Thus even the kantharos, which is essentially a rather subtle shape,
with its contrast between the vertical upper part and the curve of the swelling body
which projects itself upward into the handles, loses its significant proportions and
legenerates into an elongated bowl with clumsy ears.
The profiles of the details on Proto-attic vases are similarly weak and unimaginative.
Lip profiles are based on a curve which varies from a well rounded to a bulbouis
or tongue-like projection. On large vases the eurve is rounded (Nos. 127, 140, 242)
On smaller vases the moulding
or a somewhat flattened round (Nos. 137-139).
usually is sharp, sometimes projected horizontally with a flat or slightly curved top,
sometimes revolved throuoh 900 so that the tongue turns upward. The horizontal form
appears in general on sizable vessels (Nos. 135, 144, 177-181, 188, 190-192, 198, 228,
241). Thie vertical form occurs oln bowls ancl dishes or on kraters with very small
openings (Nos. 142-143, 172-176, 189, 193, 195). The curve varies somewhat but except
for the elaboration of a secondary projection oln No. 141, it is usually fundamentally the
same. In fact the lip profile may be inverted for the base of vase or lid (Nos. 130, 161,
151, 156-160) with one example of the double projection (No. 150). The outline of flaring
rim and conical base elnding in a simple rounded curve is in accordance with Proto-attic
simplicity.
This m-orphology has as its basic principle expression in mass. By allowing centrifutal
force to shape the clay most economically the potter attailns capaciotus and. sturdy
shapes that develop into the powerful vases of the late seventhl century, the typically
Attic Bauchamnphoraedecorated with lions, sphinxes, or horse protonies. Their rotund
surfaces offer a suitable field for flowillg designs and silhotuettes contrasted with
empty spaces.
Now this interest in mass is in direct antithesis to the interest in contour which is
exemplified in Protocorinthian, Rhodian, and Ionian wares generally. Presumably the
richer east drew its inspiration for pottery from metal-work.
Nicety of detail and
refinements of turnillg preoccupy the metal worker and challenge tlle potter to follow him.
In one other large class of contemporary vases, however, the interest in mass is the
directing. principle to a far greater degree than in Attica. This is the Greek Island ware,
from its Geometric beginnings straight through its ripest Orientalizing phases. The great
bulbous or ovoid bodies, the flaring rims, the splaying conical feet build up massive
vases to which the casual contours are unimportant.1 It is interesting to trace the
development of the amphora, for instance, from its Geometric prototypes to the form in
1

Cf. Pfuhl, figs. 99ff.; 1)uDgas,Ur. c7esCyc., pls. TI1ff.; Payne, J. H. S., XLVAI,192Q,pp. 203ff.
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which the lneck imerges inlto the bod1y, a characteristic Proto-attic shape.' Thle late
occurrence anid the smnallsize of the Island examuples of this type indicate that it was the
Attic potter who appreciated the possibilities of the shape and developed it fully. But he,
like the Boeotiani potter, undoubtedly owed mnuch to Islanid influence for the underlying
principle and even for details. For instance, Island influence is apparent not only in
the shape and rimn but in the elaborate handles with openwork on the Kynosarges
amlphora. These handles occur as early as G-eometric times in Thera.2
Style
As witlh the Geomnetric ware, we have giveln three descriptive termns to three classes
of Proto-attic pottery which were apparenit in the deposit. In actual fact, the phases
represenited are but two, Suibgeometric and Orientalizing.
For conxvenience we have
tlle
Since our deposit
divid(ed
latter class into early ancd ripe Orientalizing styles.
gives no evidence for even the relative chron-ology of these classes, it seems wise not
to insist severely upon any tem-poral sequence.
Stylistic sequence, however, can be
trace(, arld the evidence for its datinig is diseussed after its analysis (see p. 635).
A. Subgeoiuetric Style
Trhe simy-plestclass shows in glaze, shapes, an(1 style a degreneratioll of Geomuetric
types. It mlay be said to (liffer from Geometric in the relaxation of drawing, which no
loniger has the appearaniee of steneilling.
To it belong the amphorae, jug's, stands
(dishes, an(d bowls that are decorated with careless Geometric designs in poor glaze.
Muclh Phaleron ware belonrgs to this category. It has, as Paylne says, "a chaotic
loosenless, the result of disinteg,ration."I Yet in it we can perceive a quiekening even
before the stimiiulating influeniee from the east. That mnost interesting oinochoe with the
panel on the shoulder (No. 210) shows no oriental influencee, but it has mnore life than
any G-eoinetric (drawing. Thotugh the paint is poor and the style primitive, the picture
is niot mere decoration.
According to the usual forniiula, the rider should sit mnore
quietly anid payv imore attention to his reins. But this rider is exuberant. The artist
gives a sense of action cleverly conltrolle(d to balance through the diagonals forme1d by
the legs anid arms of the rider, the whip anld the projectinig head of the horse. In this
swing of legs anid arms, in the touch of realistic contrast between the streaming and
the tumiibled mnanes in all the stenographic detail, we see. vitality an(d promise.
B. Early Orientalizing Style
Into this world of chaotic eniergy comes a fresh stirnulus from the east. At first
new m-iotives are added superficially withouit realization of their value.
Geometric
1

Dugas, Ge&.des Cyc., pp. 233--234, fig. 118.
Ibid.S pl. VI, 3; 9her1,. figs. 144, 336, 341
-3 J. H. S., XLVI, 1926, p. 205.
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traditioni keeps the patterns close aild neat, as onl the early kalnthaaroi and oinochoai
(Nos. 202-208; 216-217). The sober light-on-dark tradition of late Geomietric times also
lholds for the black oinochoai and bowls with sparse decoration in white (Nos. 172-173;
211-212). Then the artist begins to appreciate the possibilities inherent in the flexibility
of the lnew mnotives. In floral designs the rigi(lity is first relaxed, as in palmettes and
volutes, cunningly combined (Nos. 204, 213) or later, in sprawling tendrils ending in
palmettes like small blossoms (Nos. 136, 169). Humani figures are, rare, merely lean
silhouettes as on the fragmen-t like the Analatos hydria (No. 162), a very early example.
The artist gives new life to animals, to the restrained Geometric horses (No. 224), to
the stalkingl lionis and deer (Nos. 215, 194), and to the animated birds upon his vrases
(Nos. 157, 158, 199). In clay, his animals are still clumsy, but he gives certaini examples
character in the stockiness of proportion or in the inquiriing turn of the head (Nos. 299,
304, 309). In one smiiall piece (No. 322) the animal tosses up his chin and lifts his tail
with a spirit that has nothing of the Geomiietricin it. Color lnds gaiety to the figurines
and shields, the modelling of which, however, is childish and inept.
C. Orieiitalizing Style
Thus to the hieratic mood of Geomnetric comes a conmplete reaction in the " great gay
vases of the seventh century."' The artist suddenily released from old formulae explores
the world for new oles. He adds to the richness of his vases by the use of incision and
of purple and white paint. He amdoptsmnany new ideas, but he develops them more
naturalistically than alny of his contemporaries.
Charaeteristic of this period are the complicated floral designs. The Agora examnples
are fragmentary, but tlle restoration of No. 145 gives us some conception of the style,
better examples of which are preserved at the Kerameikos. Not only is the flowing
design admliirably woven oln the curved surfaces of the vase, but the bits broken off for
insertionis fit the panels with the elasticity of a living flower. Thus the vase is made
vivacious and not hleavy with intricate embroidery. This Attic ninmblenessin the handlinc
of floral design becomes vividly apparent if we compare this solution with the stereotyped
coimplexities oln the Island pottery to whiceh it probably owes its inspiration.2
We find the same quality in renderings of aniimnals. Eveen in the old light-omi-dark
techniique we find an octopus as ilaturalistic as those- of Mycenaean conception (Nos. 137,
168). An excellent instance is the lion oinochoe (No. 214). This is not the silhouetted
lion of timeSubgeometric style; it is at once bolder and simpler. The artist has discarded
the dotted muzzle, the wrinkled nose, and the teeth of alternate color which give the
Burgon beasts a fabulous ferocity. The round eye, the mnorerealistic teeth, and above
all the ear playfully laid back to show the furry interior are refinements in the direction
of niaturalism. Although the type resembles the Island formula, as has been nloted, rather
Beazley, Attic Black-Figure,
2 PfUIl, figs. 104 ff,
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thani the earlier Attic, it is actually closer to the oriental prototype than to any of these
Greek examples. In fact details such as the line over the eye and the shape of the eve
and of the ear are remarkably close to those on an Assyrian relief of the ninth century.'
It is significant in this connection that also in Corinth, as Payne has pointed out,2
Assyrian formulae displaced the older Hittite tradition for the drawing of lions some
tilme about the middle of the seventh century. Not to the invention of the Athenian
artist, then, but to his talent for adapting tlle oriental rrmodels do we owe the
new style.
But the Athenian potter develops at this time a style of drawing the humani figure
which may be called his own. The sturdly legs of the wrestlers on the Kynosarges vase
and of Herakles on the New York Nessos amphora have previously indicated to us the
nlew skill in drawing the human body. Neither of theimi, however, equals our fragmlient
of a silmnilaramphora (No. 133). The artist who, as we see from hiis erasures, lhad to
struggle over his lines, persevered until he produced a masterpiece of swinging contours,
surprisingly simple. Even the knee-cap is rendered without elaboration. This is the
We may perhaps regret that vase-painting so soon abandoned
style of fresco-painting.
this manner for the compact and dainty spirit of Black-figured ware. Its final expression
may he seen in the bold style of time Athens Nessos amphora and in the great lion and
sphinx amphorae,' the last products that inay be called Proto-atti.c. In actual pailnting,
however, as on the plaque (No. 277), the drawing of this period is sketchy. Ilnterest is
concentrated on. the arrangement of color and of pattern rather than in nicety of line.
The excavations at the Kerameikos have revealed better than, those in the Agora what
the coroplast of this period could accomplisl.

Sum mary
The Proto-attic style, themm,as we see its developmelnt, is a style of reactionism. It
slhakes off the restrainit of Geometric tradition, expands toward freedom and exuberance,
and finally tempers itself into the restraint of the Black-figured style. It is one of the
freest periods in Athenian art. If this freedom hias necessarily the awkwardness of
immaturity, it has a vitality greater than that of anmycontemporary expression. Not
only is the Attic potter free to choose whiat hie will from the repertory of other styles,
but he is free to re-observe the subjects, inaking them somewhat hiis own. With strange
independence lie avoids copying patterln for its own sake. This tendency toward naturalisimi
is what carriecl the Athenian artist throuigh the decorative period of his art, in which
tlle Rhodian and Corinthian far excelled hiim, to the peculiarly Attic creations of the
Black-figlured and Red-fig(fured styles.
1

Poulsen, De- Orient tundldie friihgriechischeKfunst, Leipzig-Berlini, 1912, p. 10, fig. 7.
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Necrocor., pp. 67 ff.
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B. C. H., XXII, 1898, pp. 282ff., figs. 4-5.
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Our material is not sufficienit for a full analysis of the various inlfluences which
contributed to the creation of this Attic style.' We may only indicate briefly the general
course of foreign influlence and the particular contribLutioinsthat are clearly visible. The
muotives found on the Snbgeometric style, the rectilinear inheritance from Geometric, are
motives to appear are rays
well-known and easily recognizable. The first
orientalizing,
and curvilinear designs: wavy linies, volutes, the guilloche, tendrils ending in palmettes,
spiral-hooks, and similar S curls. Since these filling ornaments are, in general, commoln
to Orientalizing art, it is impossible to attribute them to any special origin. The presence,
however, of much Middle Protocorinthia'n in our deposit, anid particularly of Attic
imitations of it, shows that Attic potters were familiar with Protocorinthian and presumably
learned much from it. This influence is perhiaps apparent in the oinochoe with bands
aroLundthe bocly (No. 213) anid in the coursing hare and hoound on No. 331, but it does
not appear in shapes nor in the typically Protocorinthiani arrangei-ment of desigons in fine
zones coimpletely encircling the body. Nor is there in Attica aniything comparable to
the Protocorinthian Black Polychromiie or elaborate " Black-figure " style. The relation
seems to have been closest at the beginning of the seventh century, at about the time
of the Theban krater the Centaurs of which have a youngfoerbrother on a Protocorinthiall
But the outline heads of Attic men anid anihnilalsshow
.C.2
pyxis dated ca. 675-650
anotlher influenice.
Thie technique of outline heads is, of course, easterni-Rhodian and Island. Froin the
islands also come many other details observable on early Orientalizing Proto-attic vases.
Not onily certain filling ornaments, suich as dotted circles between rays (No. 202), but
far more important elements are close to those of the Island Linear Orientalizilng style.
We have shown the influence on shapes (see above, p. 630). In design the principle of
asymmetry, of deliberate differences between back and front or between zolnes, is
characteristic of Island vases.3 This principle, visible early on our kantharoi (\Nos. 200,
202, 204) is carried dowln to the New York Nessos amphora. The placing of the design
earlier in the period on the neck and shoulder and later as a large scene on the body
also follows the Island development. Finally, the subjects, such as lion protomes, grazing
horses and deer, and lions with uplifted paws arranged hleraldicallv rather than in zones,
are definitely in the Island tradition.
We have also noted the Island type of polychromy among otur sherds (see above, p. 629).
Most of this influence seems to have come from the Linear Orientalizing style, but elements
in what Payne calls the Melian style4 also clearly appear in our ripe Orientalizing phase.
It has been noted that the Kynosarges vase shows Island inifluence, in shape and form,
as well as in the typical large scene witlh a chariot.5 These more complex pieces of
1 See in general

Pfuhl, 1, p. 125 for bibliography.
Payne, Protokor. Vasenmclerei,pl. 16, No. 3.
3 D)ugas, op. cit., pl. VII, VIII, 2; p. 262.
4 J. H. S., XLVI, 1926, pp. 208ff.
5 See above, p. 631, and Dugas, op. cit., p. 2156; Pfuhl, 1, p. 123.
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Proto-attic style show by their " delight in sharp contrasts of colour, their thickly wovenl
clecoration and heavy, obvious rhythlmis, a relation to the Melian style.' In later Protoattic this influence continues, even dowii to the horse alncl hurLman
head protonies of the
amphorae datinpg at the end of the seventh century. It is curious, in view of this close
relation with the islands that only a few actual importations from the east were foundl
in our deposit - the East Greek bowl (No. 125) and probably another East Greek piece
(No. 139). Otlher East Greek wares, however, have been found elsewhere in the excavation.
It is wortlhy of mention that a flake of obsidiani, presumably Melian,2 camne from the
deposit.
Fromii one other directioii foreignri elem-nents seemii to have peiletrated inito Attica,
ntalmiely,fromiiCrete. We have suggested that polychrozuy spread frollmCyprus through
Crete to the miiainlandand our best examiple, the plaque (No. 277), shows Cretan relatiolns
also in the type. The Light on Dark ware can be attributed to Cretan sources. It is
probable that this inifluenee camne through the islanids, not directly froil Crete. For
though simaple Subgeometric or Early Orientalizing bowls and( dishes are coimiioii in
both places no Attic vase-shape or mlotive can be directly traced to Cretan prototypes.
It view of the so-called Daedalid sculptural tradition and1 to judge fromn the Cretan
facial typ)e oin otir plaque this influence appears to havre beein plastic rather than ceramuie.
In return for all this, Athens seem-ls to have giveni little ifi exportatioiu. Her pottery
is found only niear-by, in Eleusis, Memidi, Thebes, an(d A gina, with one possible sherd
iln Marseilles.3 Her first exports seem to have beein amphorae fllled with oil or wiine
(see p). 571). Later, toward the enld of the seveinth cenitury, her relations with Ionia
al:(t Corinith were to mnutual advantage. Before that Athens was learning, and(l if she
learnied her craft milore slowly than her contemnporaries, yet slhe learned so well that
ultimuately she drove them all from the field. In this conservatis:mi, which adapts rather
than' adopts foreign styles, lay her strength. Her reserved energy trailsformned what it
learned to a brusque and spirited artistic expression. This expression is at once sensitive
andl robust, the work of youth not too quickly forced to imiaturitv.
Chronlology
The e-videnice for the absolute chronology of the Proto-attic pottery in our' deposit
is niot sufficient for nmore than the large groupings indicated on the table (Fig. 91). The
upper limit is set by the beginnings of Orientalizing styles towards the endl of the eighth
cenitury, as derived from the dating of graves in the western colonies.4 Parallels in
Protocorinthian and Island Linear Orientalizing wares place the beginning of the riper
Orientalizing style in the second quarter of the seventh century. The lower limit of
I Payne,
2

3
4

op. cit., p. 210.
Cf. 1i. C. Bosanquet, Phylakopi, pp. 232f.

Vasseur, L'Origine de Mfarseille,pl. 10, 13.
See the imost recent diseussion, Kalo, At. Mitt., XLV, 1920, pp. 106ff.
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our deposit is set by the latest Protocorinthian pieces in the Black Polychroinie style
of the lmid-seventh centuiry arld the aryballoi (Nos. 97-98), which seem to fall just after
the middle of the century, ca. 650-640 B.C. This evidence would place the actual dumilping
of the deposit around 640 B.C.; possibly as late as ca. 640-630 B.C. The contents of the
deposit, however, cannot be dated later than ca. 640 B.C. The valuable evidence fromi
the Keraimieikos bears out this chronology.
It is significant that the begininiilgs of
genuine Black-figured ware, as on the Vourva vases and the Peiraeus amphora, are not
found in our deposit.' These styles, therefore, are to be dated in th-e period following
that of our deposit, ca. 640-62 B)B.C., the late Orientalizing period.
The chronology inidicated on the table (Fig. 91) is that suggested by Miss Richter,
with somne rearrangelment in the order of her list.2 In general it lhas been hitherto
accepted, except by Buschor 3 and Rumjjpf 4 whose late dating is difficult to reconcile
with our evidence. Payne's list of Attic pottery fronlt about 625B.C. onward5 falls fairly
well in line. It leaves, however, rather a long period, that is 640-620 B.C., for the
deyelopimient fromnthe Kynosarges to the Peiraeus amphora. Our evidence, which dates
the New York amphora somewhat before the middle of the century anid the Kyviosarges
amphora somewhat after it, suggests that Payne's dating is perhaps a little late.
Con elusioni

In this sinall space on the slope of the Areiopagos, theni, we mnay reacl the diiii
traces of human activity. In obscure prehistory the people who mnade Middle Helladic
pottery lived there or were burie(d there; of thein we learn nothing mnore. Next we
their
they were-buried
filnd that the people who inade Geometric pottery-whoever
dead Utpon the slope and practised the cult of the dead iii the cemnetery6 (see above,
). 554). The presence of inscribedI sherds also suggests a dedication to a surpernatural
power. Later when the houses suiperseded the graves, or perhaps initruded amlong themii,
it is probable that the living continuied to pay respect to the dead. Filnally, a mnass of
offerings, partially burned, mixed with ashes and the bones of sacrificed animals, votive
pots and plaques, shields, figurines, and bronzes was discarded from some nlear-by place.
Then the whole spot was covered and forgotteni.
We mnust riot overlook onie possibility. This votive deposit was throwni in part at
least upon the reimains of an earlier building. Perhaps this was not by chaiiee; perhaps
1
2

Except No. 171, dating about (330(-620B.c., found onl tlhe surface.
J. H. S., :XXXII, 1912, pp. 383-384.
Ath. Mlitt., LII, 1927, p. 211; he places the New York Nessos amnphora in hlis seconid period for the

cenltury, 6,50-550 n.C.
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In Gereke-Norden, Einleittung ins die Altertuinswissenschcft, II 3, Griechlisclle und roinische Kunst,
KuntlZc, Kset. Bronizereliefs, p. 254, niote 23 follows the earlier datinig. I owe these references to

p. 119.
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Necrocor., p. 344.
Farnell, Greek Hero Cults, Oxford, 1921, pp. 4ff.; cf. H. J. Rose, Primitive Culture in Greece,Oxford,
1925, pp. 89ff.
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the building was sacred-a very primyiitive temple-and
the sanietity of the spot was
niot forgotten. The evidenice, however, is to the contrary. The, buildinig evidently
was once lived in, to juldge from the hearth, pot, and quern upon the floor. Then
the walls collapsed, covering the floor with a layer of clay. No figurines or any
cult object was found below that layer of clay. The votive (leposit above was imixe(d
with stones and gravel, as though used as a filling at(l not thrown directly in a soft
iioun(d of sacrificial offerings above the house. The extreinely fragmnentary con(dition of
a vast niumiiberof different objects argues that the dleposit was but part of a inuch
larger dump elsewhere. Finally, the absence of a later shrine in connectionl with these
offerings can scarcely be fortuitous. It seeiiis imnpossible therefore that there was a
sanctuarv in this exact spot.
But the cult of the dead whiich we have noted may well hiave contin1ued froml.
Geonietric into Proto-attic tim-les. Now the votive (leposit as a whole exactly resembles
that of the cult of the dead, probably of al hero, at Menid(.i. There a(id here the offerings
coinsistedt of exactly the same objects: the same type of shields and of horses, both
fittinlg de(ldications to the hero, and of cauldron-shaped vases for the libation.1 PlaqLues
and pottery were also offered at Menidi. In addition, our plaque seemiis to point to
some sort of chthouic worship. Let us conisideer the eNTi(lence for such a cuLlt on the
nortlh slope of the Areiopagos.
'T'hree possibilities offer themiiselves. The Metroon, sanieturary of the Mothier of the
Gods, lay on the way up to the Acropolis in this genieral regioll.2 The Mother of the
Gods was apparenitly chtlioic in origin, identified accordting, to somie authorities with
Demeter. It is conceivable that our deposit belongs to an early chthouiic sanctuar y
later calle(d the Metroonl. Somiewhere near, below the Acropolis, also lay the Eleusinion.
We have niote(I that objects similar to ou:rs were founid at Eleusis. But itl our presen-t
knowledge the topographical evidence seemns unsuitable.
If, however, we glance upward to the rocky hill which overhangs this area (Fig. 92),
l more tempting soluti;on suogests itself. At the niortlieastern cornler of the Areiopagos
lay the sanctuia.ry of the Semnai.4 Of these ancient goddesses only late representations
suirvive. Actually, we tlhink of them cas the FLuries, the Erinyes, because Aeschylus paints
them as unforgettably lhorrible, like the Gorgonls and H{arpies.5 But other literary evidence
indicates that the Semnai, whlon lie idelntifies with the Erilnyes, were originally differeiit.
They seem to lhave been chthonic goddesses whose cult was definitely local, as opposed
to that of the Panhellenic Eriinyes and Eumenides.6 One tradition connected the foundinig
of the salmetuary with Crete; another associated its purification with that islaild. This
Cf. Nilsson, Minoan-Mlfyoenaean
Religion, p. 52(;.
Cf in genler'al Juideiclh, Topoghalhie2, pp. 3483ff.
3 Ibid., pp. 287ff.
4 lbid.,
pp. 300 f.; Frazer, Plausanias, 11, pp. 364 ff.
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Eumenides, 11.46ff.
J. Harrisonn, Polegonmeria to the Sttudy of GqreekReligion, pp. 239 ff.
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is interestinlo in view of the Cretaii conniections of our plaque (No. 277). In colntrast
the aspect of the Semnai was not terrible.
Nor has our plaque any of the grotesq'ueness of the Gorgon or the Harpy. The priestesses
of the Seminai wore red, the color of the Underworld. The cult-offerings were those due
chthonic deities, animal sacrifices, burned honey cakes, anld milk. These goddesses may
well have been a survival in multiple form of the pre-Greek earth-goddess, who had a
chthonic aspect, according to some scholars, in Crete and eveni mnore probably onl the
mainland.' It is cur'ious how well our plaqtues suit such a cult; the type is chthonic,
the artistic formi is hitherto unknowin, and the characteristic attribute is the snake.
It inust be remembered that a terracotta snake was also found (No. 326).
We have poinited out that most of the offerings in the votive deposit are like those
in the cult of the dead, which would seemn to suit the Semnai. But this sanctuary was
not limilited only to femnale deities. There were in addition altars of Hermes, Gaia, and
Ploutos, also of the Underworld, and a shrine of Hesychos, the Silenit One, a name
suitable to a dead hero.2 He was supposed to be the ancestor of the priestesses of the
Seinnai. In the precinct also, according, to onie tradition, was the grave of Oedipus,
"the ghostly protector of the soil of Attica."
In other words, on a hill of which the
slopes were olnce covered with graves, the cult of heroes anld of chthonic deities was
practised near a cleft which led to the. Underworld. On the analogy of the cult at Menidi,
we may suggest that the cult of the dead here also never died. Ghosts, particularly of
the heroes who can give virtue and of the mnurderedwho can avenge themselves, must
be tended aind appeased.
Actually, no such sanctuary has been excavated. Fromi the ancient references, the
centre of the cult. of the Semnai appears to have been near the deep cleft -at the
northeastern extremity of the Areiopagos. Very possibly it was situated in the level
space later occupied by the early Byzantine church of Dionysios, the Areopagite. From
this place to the spot where the votive deposit was found is about three minutes' walk.
The region near the cleft is more or less separated from the votive deposit, however,
by a tongue of rock which projects northward (visible in Fig. 92 at the left). But just
above the area of the deposit the rock was cut back in differenit periods to form a
roughly rectangular space which imay well have been a precinct. Had one wished to
dump anything down the hill from this region, it would have fallen exactly where our
votive material was found. Possibly the general precinct of the Semnai covered this
whole north slope. Presumably the other altars and especially that of the hero were
not clustered in one small spot, but each had its limited area, representing family or
tribal cults, which later were assimilated into the one precinct of which the name has
with the horrible appearanice of the Erilyes,

1 L. It. Farnell, Gqeek Hero Cults, p. 5, note c; cf. Ctults of the Greek States, 111, p. 296. Nilsson, op. cit.,
p. 284, opposes this view.
2 Cf. Farnell,
Greek Hero Cults, p. 362.
s Rose, op. cit., p. 107.
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coiie dowIn to us. The varied character of the offerinos, with their obvious relations to

a hero as well as to a chthonic goddess, tends to support this theory.
If we assume for a moment that the deposit came from the near-by sanctuary of
the Semnai, we may perhaps explain its presence by consulting contemporary Athenian
history. It is well-known how Kylon. who had seized the Acropolis in an attempt to

Fig. 92. The GenerailArea in its Relaition to the Areiopagos and Acropolis. A, B Geomuetricgraives;
X X Area Shown in Fig. 6

set tip a tyranny like that at Megara, was finally forced to descend by Meg'aklesof the
Alkm-aeoniidfamily. Trheconspirators tried.to protect themselves by a cord which they
attached to the statue of Athena, but they were set upon and murdered at the sanctuary
of the Semnai where some took refuge at the altars. After this terrible pollution legendI
has it that Epimenides of Crete was summoned to purify the whole sanctuary. At this
tii-e the Kvloneion was probably erected.i However much truth there be in the story
of Epimenides, nothing, is more probable than the purification of the polluted sanctuary.2
1
2

'l'lltcydides, 1, 126; Plutarch, Solon, 12; Frazer, oj1 cit., II, p. 365.
Cf. Adcock, Camb.Anc. Hi.st., IV, pp. 27f.
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The evidence for the date of this episode is niot absolutely definite.' It occurred
after 640 B.C. when Kylon won an Olympic victory. Reference to an amnesty in relation
to the conspiracy gives as a probable -lower limit the archonship of Solon in 594 B.C.
Scholars tend to consider that the coclificatioli of the laws of homicide by Draco owed
its inspiration to the episode of the conspiracy. It would date therefore between 640
and 621 B.C. Bury suggests ca. 632 B.C.
As we have seen, the archaeological evidcence from the pottery and plaques indicates
that the votive deposit as a whole is to be clated before 640 B.C. A few late seventh
century or very early sixth century sherds were found in the upper layer, but not in
the votive deposit. The date of the filling appears, therefore, to fall about 630 B.C.,
possibly as late as the last quarter of the seventh century. This coincidence in dates
is striking. For if our deposit came, as we have suggested, from the sanctuary of
the Semnai, at what more likely moment than at the time of the purification would
this mass of material be discarded? In ordinary clearance of deposits from temples,
the objects belonlg, to a fairly long range of time, as is nlatural in the accumulation of
dedications. But in the votive deposit proper, as distinguished from the miscellaneous
-filling of Proto-attic pottery in Area A-C, the mass of material belongs to the second
quarter of the seventh century. Moreover, although a few of the objects lhad been
burned as if for sacrifice, several were complete as though they had been preserv-ed in
a sanietuary, not merely broken and buirned as offerings at a grave. All the evidlence
points to the uise of discarded material from a near-by sanctuary as a filling. Such
a filling would probably have been dumped from above, not brought up the hill from
below. The objects in this filling may well have come from the sanctuary just above,
on the slope of the Areiopagos. They may indeed be thank-offeriings dedicated by those
acquitted by the court of the Areiopagos of homicide or murder. It is temptingf to
suggest that they were carried to the place where we found them, if not by Epimenides
lhimself, theen by some energetic priest or priestess of the polluted shrine of the Semnai.
Note oni the dlate of the Cyloniaui Conispiracy, pp. G(h1f.
'See ibid., Chronological
History of Gr-eece, Lonidon, 1902, 1, p. :188. Belocb, Griech. Geschich.,12, pp. 302ff. aiguies for a (iate
in the milid-sixthicentury. 'I'his viewv does not appear to lhave mnet acceptance.
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